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WHETHER YOU SOLDER to -

(a) make things FLY

`) I/
e

(b)make things FLOAT

(ft
'-;\n

cc) make things ZOOM

success is certain
with

FLUXITE
A touch of Fluxite sets
the seal on every solder-
ing job-it's the sound,
simple way to success.
Fluxite, famous for fifty
years, is as popular to-
day as the best deserves
to be-it's the auto-
matic choice of engin-
eers and mechanics the
world over!

Obtainable from all good -class
Ironmongers and Hardware Stores

MP.96

Used by famous model loco
builders

the lowest priced and finest

precision metal -working
lathes in their class

Send for details of the ML7 & Super 7
and the full range of accessories:

3- & 4 -Jaw Chucks
Fixed and Travelling

Steadies

Dividing Attachment
Quick Change Gearbox
TRI-LEVA Speed Selector, etc.

InfleL.,3 BEESTON NOTTINGHAM.
JMMIA TELEPHONE

LIMITED
NOTTINGHAM '254222

SHELVING
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

OR EQUIPMENT
REPLACED

High
IA' Wide
12' Deep

GREEN

1,000's OF TESTIMONIALS

ARE YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE

 Brand new-Manufactured in
our own works.

 Shelves adjustable every inch.
 Heavy gauge shelves will carry

4001b. distributed weight each.
 Stove enamelled dark green.
 6 shelves per bay-Extra shelves

8/- each.
 Quantity discounts.

DILIVERFD FREE,> READY -FOR

ERECTION IN ENGLAND,

SCOTLAND A. IVAIES.

.2.3150
N.C. BROWN LTD

LANE WING, HEYWOOD, LANCS.
Telephone: HEYWOOD 69018 (6 lines)
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PROJECTORS, 2 x 2. See the best of the rest, then see ours,
and make your own for about £5-28. Quality and definition
inferior to none. 300 w. results from 100w. lamp. 15ft. candles on
a 3ft. screen guaranteed. Plan 2/- per set. See our list for details.
ASTRO TELESCOPE. 6' Reflector. 80-400X on. Equatorial
or Aitazimuth mount, geared drives and circles. £45. Complete.
Carr. extra. Or in kit form at approx. £30. Components available
separately. Plans 2/8.
EXTRA WIDE-ANGLE EYEPIECES. The world's best. 74
degree angle of view, r. 11' and 11' in focusing mounts, as new,
£5 ea. Cost over £30.
ORTHOSCOPIC EYEPIECES. r wide-angle 50 degree field.
Push -in. New. 35/-, or with R.A.S. thread 42/8. l' 56 degree
field R.A.S. thread 37/8. 2' 42 degree field 30/-. Variable power
r -r R.A.S. thread, for draw -tube focusing, only £4.5.0. Kepler
eyepiece. II' in focusing mount, 8/8.
ASTRO MIRRORS. 6' x 48' parabolic 0th wave £8.5.0. x 31'
23.3.0. 4' x 40' 35/-. 6' x 40' 55/-. Aluminised flats, x 11" 4/-.
If' x 2r 81-. r x 3" 8/8. Equal to the best at only a fraction of
the price, but rectangular and unground edges.
PRISMS. First grade. i" 10/8.1' 12/8.1' x 11* faces 17/8.11" 25/-
25' 35/-.
OBJECT LENSES. 3' x 36' 28.10.0. 4' x 48' MO. 25' x 25' £3.
Others from 12/8. All guaranteed first grade.
EQUATORIAL OR ALTAZIMUTH TELESCOPE MOUNT-
INGS. Geared drives with circles. Ex -Gov. Cost about £80 ea.
Our Price 2840.0. Suitable for telescope up to }cwt. Carr. £1.
extra.
MIRROR TYPE VIEWERS. The ONLY perfect viewer
obtainable today. Will reveal detail in your slides you did not
know were there. Make your own for 22.5.0. Plans 1/-.
SCOUT 3 -DRAW TERRESTRIAL TELESCOPES. 25X, 2'
O.G. Brand new leather covered, with leather case, 29. Ditto
crackle finish. 28.10.0. Near new with case, £7.10.0. Fair
condition, optically perfect. No case. 28.10.0. 50X eyepieces
to fit, 37/8. 75X, 50/-. Astro-Terrestial adaptors to give 40X
and DX with normal eyepiece, 50/-.
7 x SIX VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 2' 0.0. Weight
approx. 10 lbs. 28.10.0 ea. in case.
See our lists for other types. Over 40 various types of telescopes
in stock, also Binoculars. Any item gladly demonstrated to
callers, comparisons welcomed. Lists free for S.A.E. Booklets
How to Use Ex -Gov. Lenses and Prisms. Nos. 1 and 2, 2/6 each.

H. W. ENGLISH
469 RAYLEIGH ROAD, HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

FOR A SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT !

JOHNSON DO-IT-YOURSELF OUTFIT
See your own work come to life with a Johnson Do-it-
yourself Outfit! At last a range of easy -to -use photo-
graphic outfits for the keen photographer who wants to
develop and print his own films. There are outfits for
beginners and for the more advanced enthusiast. Each
outfit has everything you need, including full, easy -to -
follow instructions. Johnsons make a wide range of
photographic equipment and chemicals, stocked by all
photographic dealers. Price from £1.17.6 to £5.12.6.

JOHNSONS
OF HE N DON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Screwdrivers
PRECISION BUILT FOR CRAFTSMEN

Manufactured to exacting
standards by Moore & Wright

(Sheffield) Ltd. world famous

for precision and hand tools.

WRITE FOR OUR
LEAFLET NOW

Please send me details of your.
SCREWDRIVERS.

NAME

ADDRESS

MOORE & WRIGHT (Sheffield) LTD. I
Handsworth Road, Sheffield, 13.

Awf6 Pj
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ANY ITEM SUBMITTED
ON APPROVAL --
WITHOUT
OBLIGATION

se.,elehN

TOOLROOM 35f -
CLINOMETERS (Micrometer Bubble Type)
An Engineer's Clinometer of great precision. Main scale is
divided 0-20 deg. in 1 deg. divisions and angles to within i
minute can be read speedily on the micrometer thimble.
For their original military purpose a clip was fitted to the
base but this clip can be easily removed in the Machine
Shop. Net weight 22 oz. Length of base 31in.

Ex.M.O.S. WALTHAM STOP WATCHES
A high quality ,/, second recorder with minute recorder
reading 0-30 minutes. Offered at fraction of cost. £3.15.0.

OPTICAL EXPERIMENTAL SET in Transparent Pack.
Type A contains 30 graded lenses. Type B contains 30
selected lenses, prisms and polaroids. Either 42I.

Pe
per set

The NEW RUSSIAN MICROSCOPtty:as, f47.10.0.shown at the Soviet Trade Fair.
GI. 516 IS rum. SOUND PROJECTORS -1391 0.0.
perfect.
EX-R.A.F. ADJUSTABLE BENCH LAMPS. 33/6
EX-R.A.F. ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS 3816with 31n. dia. lens.
TRACING PAPER-EX-GOVT.. 33 yds. x 20in. 11
Perfect. Per roll, inc. postage. '

CHARLES FRANK LTD.
67-75 SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I

Phone: BELL 2108/7 Established 1907
Britain's greatest stocks of new, used and Ex -Govt. Optical

and Scientific Equipment. Send for illustrated catalogue.

March, 1962

* Permanent Magnets in action *

d'zilied Ogle . . .

lug tnotbet of de mantle.
workalop use fot &W."
Magnets A pea of ould Neel
wont pule of  poogrlul
o all you need. Ste oNe stem
poccurn of" &host " Mopes
$n Magnets art to
Vervolt -.rievo booklet &YU-
able from your osual tool dealer.

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Made by lames Neill lb Company (Sheffield)
and obtalnable from all tool dist, I tautr a

PM41

Hard work made EASY

Combination

BREAST DRILL

91 /9
complete

TWO Drills in ONE
This heavy duty tool can be
used as a breast or hand
drill. The totally enclosed
precision cut gears include
a two speed device which is

controlled by a
simple adjustment
on the handle. This
enables gear chang-

ing without releasing your
grip. Operating handle is
adjustable to three different
positions. Horizontal ball
race takes full drilling pres-

sure. Self-lubricating
bearings. Self -cen-
tring chuck of ;in.
capacity. Made for

the craftsman-
good for a life-
time.

FREE
Write for illustrated
catalogue of complete
range of "Leytools"

tEYTONSTONE JIG & TOOL CO. LTD.
LEYTOOL WORKS, CROWHURST ROAD,

HOLLINGBURY ESTATE, Nr. BRIGHTON, SUSSEX
Also at LEYTON, LONDON. Telephone: BRIGHTON 57011

FOLDING MACHINES
Capacity 36 in. wide x
I8 -gauge mild steel.
Forms channels and
angles down to 45 deg.,
which can be flattened
co give safe edge. Depth
of fold according to
height of bench. Will
form flanges.
Weight approx. 2 cwt.

Price £17/15/0, carr. free. Also the well-known vice models of:

24 in. x I8 -gauge capacity ... £5 5 6
36 in. x IS -gauge capacity ... C8 10 0) Carriage

18 in. x I6 -gauge capacity ... C5 5 6 free
One year's guarantee: money refunded without question if not
satisfied. Send for details:

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works
WELLINGTON STREET, BATLEY, YORKS. Tel.: 426

PARKER'S SHEET METAL
NEW BENCH MODEL

5 -TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO
WITH MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER

ABSOLUTELY NO SOLDERING
Superb appearance. SimpleUNIQUE DESIGN 3w6 instructions. Built in an
evening. No drilling, no

soldering. Complete in every detail.
Receives entire broadcast band. Aerial
required certain areas. Pocket size
41 x 2i x n in.

Or the more powerful SAVOY
SUPER 3. Three transistors
and two diodes in a five -

stage reflex circuit. Dimensions as above.
ALL PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY.Battery 1/- extra.

P. & P. 2/...

SAVOY ELECTRONICS LTD. 15 MAIDEN LANE,
Strand, London, W.C.2

(Back of Adelphi Theatre).

55'6
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THE "ULMIA" MITRE SAW
Cuts with precision, Mitres, Half Mitres,

Quarter Mitres and Squares
A real necessity for accurate picture framing

* CUTS RIGHT AND LEFT HAND
* SPRING LOADED STOP AT ALL ANGLES
No. I cuts up to 2" x 2"-£6 12 0
No. 2 cuts up to 4" x 4" - £12 12 6

No. 3 cuts up to 6" x 6" - £16 5 0

JUST OUT
Our new folder of
"Zyto" Toolkits
Free and post tree
Get your copy now

r:1111111.11111Na.

Carriage Paid

Send P.C. for illustrated folder on "Tools for Mitreing"

S. Tyzack & Son Ltd.
ONLY LONDON ADDRESS

341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I* Telephone: Shoreditch 8301 (10 lines)

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS 1

19 f9 ii ,i

N''''
REBUILT

.,

.3 12

.11.1...---- TUBES

Complete In polished cabin ... 4/. , , months'
VALVES guarantee

9d. 1/9 2/9 6/9 Ins. Carr.
6AL5 6E1 6ABS OF6 --- i5/6
GAMS
SDI

6K7
6L1

6L18
10F1

12AX7
12447 2Iin., 9916; 171 n., 901-;

662 6P25 10P13 1544 ISin., I4in., I2in., 701-.
6E12 6P28 0001 MAY £1 extra without old bait. reluncabie
6F13 1001 '20t3 17/3 if same received within 14 days.
6E14 1425 01176 19Y3 (....
6E13 B36 EBC80 20Pi I4in. I4KP4/36/24 35/-
802
902

EB41
EE42

ECL80
EFISO

21A6
B339

Ex -rental replacement stock. Carr. 7,

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.15112 EL32
POSTAGE

EF92 EBC33
621/3 ROMPORD ROAD, E.12

1-7d. 6-1/6. 12-0/6 Stamp for Free List. 1LF 4091/31

MINE OR METAL DETECTORS
A fine article with hundreds of
uses for detecting concealed
metal objects E5.17.8. Carr. 15/,

BATTERIES. 6v. 20A. suitable
Lighting or Radio etc.. in wood
case . Dry and Uncharged. 22/6.
Post 3/6.

D.C. MOTORS. 12 volt 5,000 rata. 31' x 11'
diarn. 91-. With 6-1 reduction gear, 11/6.
Post 2/-.

MAC:SLIPS. Special Units 50v. A.C. Transmitters 3' 32/8. 2" 29/6.
Indicators 2" 12/6. Also 3"Transmitters 115v.
A.C. 32/6. Post 2/-. Other types available.

Hundreds of other Bargains Send Ed. Stamp
for Illustrated List.

EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK. Phone 51.

*l
,Toi4t11) 1-WN' a

1/11W-.....01110
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UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES exist
today for "getting on" . but only for the
fully trained man. Let I.C.S. develop your
talents and help you to success.
IT'S MUCH EASIER to study under
expert guidance. An I.C.S. course directs
your efforts and helps you along, step by
step, until your goal is reached-and you're
a fully trained man.

With I.C.S., the largest and most successful correspondence
school in the world, you get the most thorough postal training
possible. Printed manuals, fully illustrated, make study easy and
progress sure. Moderate fees include all books.

Take the right course NOW !
ADVERTISING
Copywriting
Layout & Typography
Market Research
ART
Oil & Water Colour
Commercial Illustrating
Recreational Art
8howcard Design
BUILDING
Architecture, Clerk of Works,
Building Construction, Bricklaying
Quantity Surveying
Builders' Clerks
Beating & Ventilation
Carpentry & Joinery
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering
Structural Engineering
Concrete Engineering
COMMERCE
Book -Keeping, Accountancy,
Office Training, Costing
Business Correspondence
Report Writing, Secretaryship
Shorthand & Typewriting
Computer Programming
Storekeeping
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
Architectural, Mechanical
Drawing Office Practice
Structural Drawing
ELECTRONICS
Industrial Electronics
Computers & Maintenance
FARMING
Arable & Livestock
Farm Machinery Maintenance
Pig & Poultry Keeping
Market Gardening
FIRE ENGINEERING
I.F.E. Examinations
Fire Service Promotion Examinations
GENERAL EDUCATION
G.C.E. Subjects at Ordinary or

Advanced Level
Good English
Foreign Languages

HORTICULTURE
Complete Gardening
Flower and Vegetable Growing
Fruit Growing

MANAGEMENT
Business Management
Hotel Management
Office Management
industrial Management
Personnel Management
Work study, Foremanship
MECHANICAL & MOTOR
ENGINEERING
Engineering Mathematics
Diesel Engine:, Fitting & TurnIgig
Maths. & Machine Drawing
Inspection, Workshop Practice
Welding
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Motor Mechanics
Punning & Maintenance
lmany other subjects)
PHOTOGRAPHY
Practical Photography
P.D.A. Examination
POLICE
Entrance Examination
RADIO, TV & ELECTRICAL
Servicing & Engineering
Electrical Contractors'
Radio Construction (with kila)
Electricians'
llumetiolders' Electrical
SELLING
Company Representatives'
Sales Management, Retail Selling
WRITING FOR PROFIT
Short Story Writing
Eree-Lance Journalism
MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
INCLUDING
Ind ustrial I nstrumentation
Chemical Engineering
Petroleum Production
Textile Technology, Dressmaking
Flower Arranging

INTENSIVE COACHING or all principal examinations
including C.I.S., A.C.C.A., I.C.W.A., B.I.M., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

I.Q.S., City and Guilds, R.H.S. General.

Examination students are coached until successful
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

(Dept. 168)
Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.I I

Please send FREE book on

Name
BLOCK CAPITALS

Address

Occupation Age 3.62

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS'
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" is now available-without charge-
to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS -NO FEE"

This remarkable book gives details of examinations
and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

MECH. ENGINEERING
Gen, Mech. Eng.-Mainten-
ance Eng. - Diesel Eng. -
Press Tool Design - Sheet
Metal Work - Welding -
Eng. Pattern Making -
Inspection- Draughtsmanship
- Metallurgy - Production
Eng.

RADIO ENGINEERING
General Radio - Radio &
TV Servicing - TV Eng. -
Telecommunications - Elec.
tronics-Sound Recording-
Automation-Practical Radio
-Radio Amateurs' Exam.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
General Civil Eng. - Muni-
cipal Eng. - Structural Eng.
Sanitary Eng. - Road Eng.
Hydraulics-Mining-Water
Supply - Petroleum Tech.

ELEC. ENGINEERING
General Electrical Eng. -
Installations-Draughtsman-
ship r Illuminating Eng. -
Refrigeration - Elem. Elec.
Science - Elec. Supply -
Mining Elec. Eng.

AUTO ENGINEERING
General Auto. Eng. - Auto.
Maintenance - Repair -
Auto. Diesel Maintenance -
Auto. Electrical Equipment-
Garage Management.

BUILDING
General Building - Healing
& Ventilation - Plumbing
- Architecture - Carpentry
- Painting & Decorating -
Specifications & Quantities
- Surveying - Architectural
Draughtsmanship.

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU
* HOW to get a better paid- more

interesting job.
* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-

motion.
* HOW to put some letters after

your name and become a "key -
man" . quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments
Depts.

* HOW you can take advantage,
of the chances you are now
missing.

* HOW- irrespective of your age -
education or experience- YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering.

I56 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER - GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES," and if
you are earning less than £25
a week you should send for
your copy now-FREE and
without obligation.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS INCLUDING
CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRUMENT TECH-
NOLOGY WORK STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.
Which qualification would increase your earning power?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
B.Sc., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.M.I., A.R.I.B.A., A.I.O.B., A.M.I.Chem.E.,
A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.Mun.E., CITY & GUILDS,
GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER! NG TECH N OLOGY

4I0A COLLEGE HOUSE, 29-31 WRIGHT'S LANE, W.3

TO: B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEG
HOUSE, 29-3I WRIGHT'S
LANE, W.8.

2d. stamp
it posted in
an unsealed
envelope.

Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in (state subject,
exam., or career).

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.LE.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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CONTRIBUTIONS
The Editor will be pleased to consider
articles of a practical nature suitable
Ior publication in "Practical Mech-
anics." Such articles should be written
on one side of the paper only. and
should include the name and address
of the sender. Whilst the Editor does
not hold himself responsible for manu-
scripts. every effort will be made to
return them if a stamped and addressed
envelope is enclosed. All correspon-
dence intended for the Editor, should
be addressed: The Editor, "Practical
Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand. London, W.C.2.

FAIR COMMENT
TRADITION DESTROYED

NO doubt many people have looked as we have looked with a
sinking heart at the great, grim, barrack -like blocks of office
buildings new making their appearance in many of London's

main thoroughfares, buildings erected by the experts for people,
or rather for Companies, Corporations etc., who in these days have
almost entirely replaced the individual in business, whose interest
is more fot space than taste. To these bodies the history and
character of an ancient City mean nothing at all. The buildings
which these monstrosities supersede may have been of good, bad
or indifferent architecture, but we can be quite sure that they were
not soulless structures designed only in terms of window space and
floor area, because the very essence of London was its infinite
variety.

It is not that we want to see old things retained simply for the
sake of retaining them. If that were to happen we should have a
country cluttered with ancient monuments, and it would be an
unfair imposition on the new generation which has a right to
express itself in its own fashion, but once we lose all regard for
the past, for character and intrinsic beauty, then indeed we shall be
parting with a great and vital part of our national heritage.

THE UNIQUE WORKSHOP ,

Yet another reader has sent us a description of his workshop, and
due respect to the other workshops we have published, this

one is indeed a great credit to its owner, Mr. Downie.
The tools and machinery he proudly displays are all of his own

design and making. No doubt Mr. Downie has his own, or has
access to, a foundry, for producing some of the intricate castings
for these machines; but even so, before this is done the patterns
have to be made.

When satisfactory castings have been produced they must be
machined and for the building of precision equipment such as this,
a great deal of know-how is required, plus an amount of enthusiasm
and determination to carry the work through to its final conclusion.

On the construction of the actual workshop, the author has shown
the same enthusiasm and has obviously had comfort and a sound
protection for the workshop's contents foremost in his mind. The
interior of the workshop has been adequately insulated and by
switching on a forced convection heater within minutes he has com-
fort equivalent to that of his own Lounge.

Mr. Downie, besides following his full-time profession, is also a
free-lance technical author and finds his workshop provides the
right atmosphere for compiling new articles

,G.P.O. WORK -TO -RULE
This has caused many readers to wonder what has become of the

answers to their letters, some of which have taken quite a few days
to reach us. In addition we have requests for specialized technical
information which have to be passed on to one of our outside
consultants and this has meant further delays until we receive a
reply, or alternatively a reply is sent direct to the reader.

The April 1962, issue will be published on March 30th, 1962. Order it now!
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT
GAMMA RADIATION

The discoveries made so far are
explained by Donald Fraser

RESEARCHERS have concluded, after many
balloon flights designed to study cosmic and
gamma rays, that the only way to solve this

problem is to get their instruments beyond the
earth's atmosphere. The Explorer XI gamma ray
astromony telescope satellite recently launched
will now give scientists an opportunity to explore
beyond the curtain of the earth's atmosphere.

What is a gamma ray? Gamma radiation is
electromagnetic in character, as are visible light,
infra -red radiation, ultra -violet radiation and
X-rays. Gamma rays have specific wave lengths
as do X-rays and ultra -violet radiation and differ, of
course, in thier source of generation.

Gamma radiation holds particular interest
because it is associated with nuclear activity,
which involves energetic processes unmatched
elsewhere in nature. Scientists believe gamma
rays to be keys to otherwise unattainable informa-
tion about the elements making up the universe.
Another reason for scientific interest is that gamma
rays are not deflected by magnetic fields. There-
fore, their source in space may be determined by
the direction from which they come. This is not
true of charged particles such as protons. Over
much of the current century, studies have given
scientists a greater understanding about the natural
processes occurring in the region immediately
surrounding this planet. Up to now the conclu-
sions are that very fast and very small charged
particles (protons-the so-called primary cosmic
rays) bombard the air above us in the earth's
atmosphere. The earth's magnetic field deflects
the protons and they scatter through the upper
atmosphere, interacting with the constituents of
the atmosphere. These interactions result in the
unleashing (breaking away) of atomic particles and
the generation of gamma rays.

Laboratory and theoretical studies lead scientists
to conclude that similar processes also occur in
near and distant " outer space."

As the cosmic rays, atomic particles and gamma
rays are directed toward earth, they react with the
more dense atmosphere. The earth's atmosphere
is so active in particle and gamma ray generation
-so " noisy," in scientific parlance-that gamma
rays generated beyond the atmosphere cannot be
distinguished from local ones.

Well, it should not be long now before we learn
a great deal more about this interesting subject.
And that could lead us very far indeed.

The gamma ray astronomy satellite which the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched last year to detect and measure cosmic
gamma radiation from all directions in space. The
satellite, which contained a gamma ray telescope,

was launched by a four -stage Juno 11 vehicle.



free flight powered
MODEL BIPLANE

THE use of sheet balsa in constructing the
fuselage of this model results in a very strong
structure, which is quick and easy to build.

Construction is commenced by cutting the
fuselage sides from Ain. sheet balsa, to the outline
shown on the drawing. The in. x sin. braces
and kin. sheet doubler F9 are added to the inside
of the fuselage sides around the cabin interior. It
should be noted that these braces are on the inside
of the fuselage and when assembled together with
formers Fl to F3 give a very strong box -like
structure where strength is needed most. Bend
the u/c wire to shape and bind and cement to Fl.
Cement together the engine bearers and Fl and
F2. When dry attach together with former F3
to the fuselage sides and set to one side to allow
to set.

Cement the rear end of the fuselage sides
together holding with pins until dry. Add formers
F4 to F8 and check fuselage for alignment. The
wing mount MI is cut from kin. sheet and
cemented in position followed by sheeting the top
and bottom of the fuselage with Ain. sheet cross
grained. The underside of the cabin where the
lower wing fits is not sheeted over.

The nose doubler FIO is added and the desired
engine chosen to power the model, as it should
now be fitted. A small F/F transparent fuel tank
can be used if the particular engine chosen does
not have a fuel tank attached.

A piece of block balsa together with F2A is
well cemented in position and shaped to conform
with the outline of the engine crankcase and tank.
The engine used on the prototype model was a
Frog 80, .8c.c. diesel driving a Frog 8 x 4 nylon
prop, both of which can be obtained from any
reputable model shop or mail order house. Finally
sheet cover the underside of the fuselage forward
of the u/c and well sand the completed structure.
Cut a piece of kin. dia. dowel to fit where indicated
for the attachment of the wings and use-Ain.
dia. dowel where shown for the tailplane attach-
ment.

Although some designers attach the celluloid
cabin covering after finishing the fuselage wood-
work, I prefer to complete the whole fuselage,
cover with coloured modelspan tissue and then
dope three or four times, adding the celluloid and
using a dark tissue preferably black to outline the
cabin, also a flash down the fuselage sides. It is
of course, possible to only clear dope the fuselage
and then colour to choice, but it is well worth the
additional time taken to cover with modelspan
tissue as it increases the strength and prevents
fuel soakage particularly around the engine
installation.

A pair of 12in. wheels of the balloon type are
soldered to the axles using small washers.

Wing Construction
The wing structure is commenced by cutting

ribs RI kin. sheet and ribs R2 Ain. sheet balsa.
The trailing edges are notched to receive the ribs
and the wing halves laid down and built directly
over a full size drawing of the rib positions. Use
of a good balsa wood, strong and not too heavy
is advisable for the leading edge and wing spars.
The top wing is built first in two halves and
cemented together at the correct dihedral angle.
This is done by means of laying one wing half
flat on the building board and raising the opposite
wing tip to double the dihedral for one wing. This
will ensure that the dihedral is identical for both
halves. Likewise the lower wing is built in the
same manner. The wing tip blocks being cemented
in position as well as all Ain. sheet gussets, etc.,
to complete the framework.

Making the Tailplane
The tailplane is built flat over a full size drawing

using balsa wood of a fairly light but not soft
section for the spars and trailing edge. Cover the
centre section with kin. sheet balsa and add tip
blocks, etc.
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Soft block, hollow out
to suit engine.
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V8"sheet balsa nose
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for Frog 80 only
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1/16"sheet balsa top and bottom cross grained.

Or sheet balsa fuselage sides.
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MODEL BIPLANE
3/16"x3/16' leading edge.
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Chain tine
indicates port
wing

Soft block
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4 of stbd upper wing
14rx 1/4 leading edge.

X --

V4"x1/81* spar

RI R2 R2 P2

1/8rib.centry only. Vfl".illy spars.
1

\IL1/16"gusset

Ribs RI and R2.

RI two off Yr sheet
balsa.

R2 thirtytwo off
VIC sheet balsa.

Note:- AU ribs let
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(
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7
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I

Vrrib centre
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l
spars.

\
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3/4x114 trailing edge.

Y__
5 ower

0 2 3 4

SCALE OF INCHES

Sand both the wing and tail framework very
carefully to a smooth finish, ensuring a smooth
rib contour for covering. Covering is quite a
simple job and few pieces are needed for the wings
and tailplane. Lightweight modelspan is recom-
mended and will ensure a strong surface after two
or three coats of clear dope. The tailplane being
of a light structure needs only 1 coat or 2 thin
ones. After covering and doping the tailplane the

upper fin is cut and shaped from lin. sheet balsa
and cemented in position, covering with light-
weight modelspan tissue doped on.

A suggested colour scheme would be all red with
black trim along the fuselage sides and leading
edges of both wing and tailplane. The model
should now be ready for test flying, which must
be done on a fairly calm day.

If a tendency to dive is noticed during hand
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launching glide tests a small piece of ,'z in. scrap
wood should be inserted under the trailing edge
of the tailplane. Likewise, if the model tends to
stall the packing piece should be inserted under
the leading edge. Should this not prove satis-
factory a small amount of lead shot can be added
to either the nose or tail of the model to cure any
diving/stalling tendency.

By using a smaller propeller than recommended,
ballast will, of course, have to be added to the nose
to balance the model at the C.G. position, this
is shown on the drawing.

over WOrtg.

Fr tip.

LIST OF MATERIALS
Balsa
Sheet Qty
;," x 3' x 36" 3
Strip
A" x 1

1"x *" 3
1" x 1" 6

x1" 3
14 Swg. Wire
r Ply. 1r x 6"
1 pr. lr wheels
Scrap block balsa. Cement. Dope.

Qty
r x 3' x 36' 1

x 1" 3
x " 1

'142" xr x 1"
1 36" length

x 1" hardboard 9'
1" and h" dowel 18"
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Making a
DOWELLING JIG
41111111 MI I

March, 1962

Fig. 1 (Left).-The completed jig. (Above).-the
jig in use.

by Jameson Erroll

THIS piece of apparatus provides for the
accurate drilling of holes for dowelling joints.
It eliminates any possibility of boring out of

the vertical, of holes being not central in relation
to the work, or of their being unequally spaced.

Two drill guides are required for each size of
dowel and, in the present case, six have been made
covering in., ?din. and kin. Work of any length
can be dealt with; the frame will accommodate
a thickness up to approximately five inches; and
the holes can be spaced from kin. to 22in. apart.
It can be used alike for hand or power drilling,
and constructional dimensions can be varied within
reasonable limits.

Fig. 1 conveys a general impression of the com-
pleted jig, and Fig. 2 is an exploded view of the
frame assembly less the guide holder and guides.

The Drill Guides
These are cut from kin. X fin. mild steel and

all are one inch long and shouldered at one end
as shown top left in Fig. 2. Carefully mark the
centres for drilling and bore two each for the
dowel sizes required. When this is done, score
the gauge mark along the centre with a fine hack-
saw or thin file; this greatly assists in setting the
guides equi-distant from the centre gauge mark
on the holder and in aligning them with the work.
Now drill A in. holes in the centre of the shoulders
and tap win. Whitworth. These holes may be
blind (about kin. deep) or drilled through to the
centre; the latter is somewhat easier since a finish -
mg tap can be used, and the waste cut away by

the thread of the tap will not clog. Two in.
Whit. round -head bolts kin. long with steel washers
will be needed to tighten any pair to the guide
holder.

The Guide Holder
This is built up from lain. x .in. x kin.;

lin. X kin.; and in. x kin, mild steel as clearly
shown top right Fig. 2. Shoulders are cut in the
side blocks to receive the /in. square bars which
are fastened with 8B.A. counter -sunk steel bolts
kin. long. The holes to receive them are blind-
about lin. deep-and are drilled with a No. 50
drill and then tapped. When fixing these bars to
the shouldered sides it is as well to separate them
with a dummy length of lin. square steel to ensure
they are fixed exactly kin. apart throughout so that
the shoulders of the drill guides slide comfortably
between them. The side guides, of X kin.
steel, are fastened centrally with 8B.A. C/S bolts
arid, as will be seen, have a 2B.A. central hole
to lock them against the side bars of the frame
in a similar manner to that used to lock the drill
guides. This hole may be drilled right through
and be fitted with a kin. X 2B.A. bolt and washer.

The Frame
This accommodates the guide holder (which can

slide backwards and forwards within it) and
incorporates a cramp for locking the work in
position. Fig. 2 shows that it is composed of steel
angle, slide bars and blocks, a clamping plate, and
part of a G cramp. The effective length of this
G cramp decides the overall depth of the frame
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and, consequently, the thickness of wood it will
accommodate. The 5in. cramp used by the author
happened to be spare, but it is, perhaps, rather
on the long side since one rarely deals with timber
more than 3M. square-4in. at the outside-such
as heavy table legs which, in any case, would
undoubtedly be mortised and tenoned, not
dowelled. A 3M. cramp might well be found to
fulfil all normal requirements, and if a smaller
cramp is used the length of the side bars should
be reduced accordingly-make them lin, longer
overall than the length of the cramp.

First assemble the sides as shown in both Fig. 2
and Fig. 2 (centre). They are of ;in. X *in. mild
steel fastened to 4 -in. x in. x -lin. end blocks
with four 8B.A. C/S bolts; ensure even spacing
by using a dummy piece of *in. steel as already
mentioned.

The clamping plate end of the frame is con-
structed from a 41in. length of lin. angle *in.
thick to which is fastened a piece of sheet steel

x 21in. X Ain.. Note to use angle steel
(not iron) as the former is dead square and has
a finished right-angle inside whereas iron, although
more or less square, has a slightly rounded internal
angle which precludes accurate fitting unless filed
away-a somewhat laborious procedure. Fig. 2
(bottom) shows a rear view of this part of the
frame, and it will be seen that, when assembled,
a AM. wide slot 3M. long has to be cut through
both angle and plate. This is best done by drilling
a number of in. holes' and finishing off with a
thin file. This slot enables adjustment of the
screws locking. the drill guides to the holder and
is an essential feature.

4P2"x11/2"xl" x1/8"
steel angle.

V cramp assy
bolted between
ii/4"x 3/4" x 3/4" xv8"
angle.

Shouldered PA*

Centre gauge
mark.
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G cramp carrying the female thread is cut to the
required length, filed perfectly square and smooth,
and wedged and bolted between the two pieces of
angle steel as depicted in Fig. 2. Both angles are
then fastened to the side blocks of the frame with
4 B.A. R/H bolts vertically and horizontally. The
vertical boring can be a ' through ' one, while the
horizontal one is a blind tap about lin. deep and
accommodates a bolt lin. long as against the fin.
bolt used vertically. Note when assembling
previous to boring that the guide holder should
first be inserted to ensure that the sides are at
just the right distance apart to furnish a sliding
tit, free from side play.

Operation
To assist in positioning the work in the frame

and the drill guides in the proper position, file
gauge lines on the top surface of both angle plates
and along the top edges of the sides. Those on
the plates are centre lines; those on the sides are,
first, lin. from the inside of the clamping plate,
and then at one inch intervals therefrom. Both
sets of gauge marks may be elaborated with fin.,
lin. and even lin. lines if desired, but the author
has found that with finished sizes of planed wood
running into sixteenths and even thirty-seconds, it
is better to use the one -inch intervals as focus
points and measure off accurately from them with
an ordinary ruler.

Mark a centre pencil line on one of the pieces
of wood to be dowel -jointed and cross it with two
other lines marking the distance apart of the

(Continued on page 277)

brill guides
 '4"x3/exl. Fig. 2.-Exploded view and dimensional

details of the jig.
416" Whit.

Guide holder:

33/4"x P4"x I/4" f 4 BA.

%4'x1/8" tap

Reel

2 B.A.

Frame sides

8 BA.

7/8"x3/4"x1/4"

mild steel.

The steel angle at the other end, cut from a
41in. length of 1:+in. x *in. with one side reduced
to a width of lin. (to clear the guide holes when
dealing with narrow work), forms the fourth side
of the frame and carries the threaded cramp. This
latter is fastened with two short pieces of angle
steel lin. x ;in. each 14in. long. The shank of

51/2*xl/exTir
mild steel.

464"dia.

3/4" xl./8'
steel angle.

Rear vier,'
of cramp

face.

1/2"x4B A.
ask.

(on inside).

Slot
3"x10

"x4 B.A. 47/2" x21"xples
sheet steel.
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CAST JEWELLERY

YOUR OWN PIECES OF
as described by J. A. Waller

ABIRTHDAY or anniversary present to the
lady of the household which may take the
form of a charm bracelet, necklace or an

unusual pair of earrings, is apparently outside the
scope of the average individual who prefers to
attempt making an exclusive model rather than the
mass produced article purchased in the shops, but
with a little care and practice he can soon attain
a degree of skill which will enable him to produce
the necessary pieces at a fraction of the cost he
would normally expect to pay.

The suggestion that molten metal is used in the
process immediately perturbs many readers as they
fear their ability to work with such material, but if
handling is performed with just that extra emphasis
on care and the remarks given here are closely fol-
lowed, there is little more danger than making a
soldered joint.

Centrifugal casting which is the method employed
for this class of work will produce accurately
practically anything in the miniature decorative field
even to the thin legs of a spider or the gossamer
wings of a bluebottle, though the chief problem with
these castings is to devise some way to prevent the
thin sections from being caught in clothing and
broken off. Not everyone has the financial resources
to make a heavy and unusual gold bracelet, nor is
it suggested that such an article is produced as a
first attempt, but as the method is applicable to all
meials the urge soon comes for something more
elaborate and expensive looking than some simple
detail in brass and aluminium and the search goes
on for junk pieces of the rarer metals as casting
material. So instead of disposing of that old silver
teapot for an odd few shillings, flatten it into a
convenient size and use it for the production of this
decorative jewellery.

TooPs
The tools for this work are not difficult or

expensive to acquire-equipment in the nature of
a polishing lathe or the usual type of electric drill
having a polishing attachment-are refinements
which, if already owned can be used with advantage,
but it is suggested that the absolute beginner tries
his hand at making several castings before turning
his attention to the finishing methods as ideas will
suggest themselves which may allow the use of
existing equipment with little or no modification.

A special casting plaster is necessary and this is
purchased from any good dental suppliers together
with some modelling wax, and in view of the
precise nature of these castings, you should not
omit to mention that this material is required for
the accurate production of castings. A blowpipe,
foot bellows, fire clay pot for melting the metal
are needed unless, of course, other means are avail-
able, and though the writer has never tried the
method, oil firing on a small scale is possible. Fine
files, emery cloth, tiny drills, snips, vice, hack saw,
artists paint brush, odd pieces of wire, pins and
pliers, are all articles which may be eventually
pressed into use as the work proceeds and the only
simple parts which require making are the miniature
moulding ring and pot depicted at Fig. 1.

These pieces are sawn from brass tube-steel will
do of course, but as you will leave them lying around
in the shed or garage for periods, brass does not
rust and is ready for immediate use. Solder a
" floor " on to the pot or preferably introduce a
screwed cap if you possess a lathe, but whatever
idea is applied, see that this floor is really secure.
Drill two holes for a wire handle and again make
sure the ends are bent over to prevent any pos-

t/6 thick
16 5.W G.

Both ends
of tube open.

2'

Fig. 1.-A series of rings made to these dimensions
will be adequate for most items of jewellery.
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sibility of the pot from becoming detached. If you
use thick tube for the latter detail the handle can
be secured by bending as depicted at Fig. 2. Here
an angle is filed locally round each hole on the
inside and this permits the wire to be bent on the
inside but it still allows the assembly of a casting
ring. Incidentally the latter should slide easily in
the tube and the best way to achieve this is to pur-
chase a piece of tube with an outside diameter equal
to the inside diameter of a pot but polish it with
emery cloth until it drops easily into the pot.
Finally an old dog lead-the stout chain type with
a clip to go over the wire handle is useful as the
pot and casting ring will require rotating quickly
above the head when the metal is in the mould in
order to obtain the centrifugal force necessary to
ensure the metal Completely fills the cavity, and a
chain of this type overcomes the possibility of a
pot being flung outward as rotation commences.

The Casting Process
A point the reader should remember is that an

object which is being cast should be made from
either a material which will burn up easily or a wax
that also burns away as a flame is applied, and
though it is possible to use metal and wood patterns
for the process as in orthodox large-scale moulding
work, this description is confined to using the easily
burnt -up materials. The earlier mention of insects
means that a ready made field is available as these
" patterns " will burn up and leave an excellent
cavity for the molten metal, so first catch your insect
and if a word of advice is required, the obvious
point to make is that attempts to swat a large blue-
bottle that may stray into the house or workshop
will naturally damage the delicate wings and legs.
The best way is to close all doors and windows and
give the insect a spray with one of the proprietary
liquids such as " Flit " and wait for it to digest this
cloud of insecticide. At this stage the reader should
avoid ultra delicate subjects-the casting of a moth
is feasible but naturally it needs handling with
extreme care otherwise the wings are damaged.

Now cover an ordinary domestic pin with a layer
of wax spread evenly until it becomes a kin.
diameter and then gently scrape off this material
from the point for a distance of Push the pin
into the insect-into the underneath, or belly
portion-and then insert the pin head into a piece
of wax about the size of a sixpence as portrayed at
Fig. 3. There is no need to melt the wax for this
operation as a piece thoroughly warmed is easily
moulded into the desired shape.

Leave this pattern for half an hour to harden and
in the meantime mix the plaster in a thickness the
consistency of cream. Do this carefully and it is
advisable not to add further plaster once the
operation of mixing has commenced otherwise you
may find this will ruin the mixture and you must
start again. Next paint over the insect and pin with
this mixture-this is obviously an operation which
requires a delicate touch. So do not attempt to save
two or three minutes at this point in an endeavour
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to speed matters up - but carefully go over all
portions of the fly's anatomy using the paint brush
and make sure that no blobs or air bubbles remain
on the surface. Place the ring over this pattern-
a flat piece of glass or tile is useful for this because
the smooth surface is afterwards easily washed clean
-and then add more plaster until the ring is
completely filled as illustrated at Fig. 4. The plaster
will set in about half an hour so you will find it
practicable to " mass produce " these patterns by
making say half a dozen at a time.

146
thick
16$.W

Bend over handle
---- as shown in

enlarged view.

Handle.

diawire handle.

2/4.'

ENLARGE!) VIEW
OF JOINT.

Bevel both pieces
to make key
for solder.

File bevel into both
holes and bend over
ends to clear bore.

Fig. 2.-If the handle of this type of pot is care-
fully made no difficulty is experienced in loading

the rings prior to making the actual cast.
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Final Preparation
Once the plaster is hard the final preparation of

a mould can commence and the first stage is to
gently prise out the piece of wax which is visible
when the ring is reversed on the tile. If a gas
flame is directed on to it for ten seconds this will
soften it sufficiently to make the insertion of a
pointed penknife easy. Now grip the pin head
with a pair of pliers and gently withdraw this item
from the plaster coating. The emphasis on this
occasion is on the word gently, because if the cast
collapses the work must be carried out again as it is
dangerous to attempt the operation of swinging
even the tiny amount of molten material required
here with a broken mould.

You must now rid the mould of the corpse-the
author apologises to readers for the apparent grue-
someness of this work, but it is in fact not so
revolting as the description suggests-and for this
a small stand over a Bunsen burner is preferable
because it leaves both hands free for subsequent
manipulation. Light the gas and remember there
is no need to roar the flame especially if there is
a suspicion that the mould is not perfectly dry
which it will not be after only the elapse of thirty
minutes, so use only a flame about an inch long and
let this enter the hole made by the pin. Remember
with moisture present the mould is easily ruined so
again do not rush matters. After half an hour the
wax should have evaporated from the sprue-this
is the technical term in foundry practice for the
passage into a mould-and the insect should have
been sufficiently cremated for it to be merely
particles of dust. Tap the ring gently with a 3in.
nail to persuade any specks to fall through the sprue
hole. This operation of drying the mould and clear-
ing the cavity takes a comparatively long time and
a reader should preferably allow an extra quarter of
an hour for the gas flame to thoroughly complete
the work rather than leave particles in the mould
which will naturally ruin the final casting. After a
lengthy period in the flame the plaster will assume
a red colour and this shows the mould is dry and
casting can commence.

Preparing the Metal
While this has been going on you can prepare

the pieces of metal for melting and as the article
you will eventually produce is small, there is a
tendency to cut up the scrap into minute pieces.
This is a mistake as the pressure supplied by the
bellows can blow pieces away and so make the
operation difficult. Stand the ring with the wire
handle on a suitable plate or preferably a sheet of
asbestos, pick up the plaster -filled ring, turn it
over and drop this into that member. You now
have virtually a tiny bucket filled with plaster, and
then place the cubes of metal on the top cavity of
the plaster, turn on the gas and direct the flame on

to this area. If you co-ordinate these movements,
and having the equipment in a state of readiness is
an obvious solution to the problem, everything
should go ahead without difficulty. Keep the flame
about 3in. from the metal and do not have a high
pressure for the first minute or so, but gradually
increase this by turning down the gas or increasing
the air supply until a very hot flame is enveloping
the material. When the metal is molten-use a
fire clay rod to ascertain whether the whole cavity
is in this condition-and if this check is satisfactory,
quickly turn down the gas, clip the dog chain on to
the handle and swing the pot round and round for
about a dozen times. This operation introduces
centrifugal force and forces the molten metal down
the tiny sprue to completely fill the cavity. Put the
pot back on the asbestos sheet and leave it alone
for ten minutes and do not attempt to prod the
material because if you have not produced a perfect
casting by the swinging process, no further action
on your part will make any difference now.

Aften ten minutes the pot is dropped into a
bucket of cold water and this action naturally
softens the plaster and allows you to pick up the
cast from the water. Remembering if you dig the
plaster with a steel rod the delicate contours are
easily ruined, so simply let the water do the work
for you and complete the operation if necessary by
allowing a tap to run over it for a few moments.

Do not be in too much of a hurry to cut off the
sprue as this is ideal for holding the cast in a vice
or chuck while polishing takes place. The initial
cleaning is preferably performed by dropping the
" insect " into a jar containing acid-hydrochloric
diluted with five parts of water appears suitable, and
then washing it for three minutes under a running
tap.

Each article is then soldered on to a dip or pin-
these are usually purchased from a local store
retailing do-it-yourself materials for craft work
and jewellery etc., or a reader can design one to
suit his own particular case. The chief point to
remember during soldering is to use as little of
this material as possible and for the work specially
made irons from scraps of copper and small pairs
of tweezers are an asset.

Domestic
pin or
wire

Bluebottle, spider or any
wax pattern

Blob of wax

Fig. 3.-The " pattern", runner and a blob of wax
to make entry of the molten plaster easy as the

quick rotation commences.
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Materials
Aluminium though easy to melt does not give a

sufficiently sharp cast for small details, so unless the
articles are in the region of a penny for size,
author suggests this metal should be avoided.
Copper casts well and has the added attraction it
plates easily. There are several varieties of brass
and there is a wide difference between an old cast
ornament and a dozen brass bolts, so some experi-
mentation is essential in order to determine which
is the best metal in this case.

Gold and silver are the luxury metals and a reader
will naturally only turn to these after some
experience with the others, but both cast well and
a brooch or a pair of earrings of modern design
made from old gold trinkets make an ideal gift.

Leaves and simple flowers made initially in wax
are also cast by this method, in fact any design is
possible provided the pattern is easily removed in
the manner suggested earlier in this article. The
production of a necklace in the form of a series of
leaves hanging from a thin chain is really centrifugal
casing at its best, and some care in the choice of the
pattern is essential as each detail must match the
adjoining member closely in order to introduce a
degree of uniformity in the finished product.

Choose a leaf or number of leaves where the veins
stand out boldly-a small ivy leaf or rose leaf is
ideal for the work, so go around snipping them off
with a reasonably long stem which can act as the
runner for the molten metal when the mould is
prepared. The leathery -like surface and slightly
greater thickness makes it possible to run plaster
round them without much fear of breakage, so
choose each leaf with a view to ensuring a close
match in size, shape and perhaps thickness.

Wax Pattern
The work of making the mould is similar to that

described earlier but the making of wax pattern

Plaster

Pattern" should be set
approximately in centre
of piaster in order to
give thick section
underneath.

Top of workbench

Ring

When pin is
withdrawn
a 'Sprue is
left to fill
cavity.

Bathroom tile
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calls for the gentle pressing of a piece of soft wax
into a shallow cavity made in the plaster. Press the
leaf just beneath the top face of that material and
allow it to dr7; thoroughly. This eventually gives
the wax pattern a slightly extra thickness and so
provide stronger castings which are not readily
discernible unless a close examination is made. The
back of a leaf can be left smooth or with the usual
veins according to your skill and patience, but it
does not take long to make a further plaster cavity
using the same leaf and hollow this by carefully
warming the now thickened wax pattern and press-
ing this into the impression. It is best to use both
moulds for this dual pressing operation and then
the fingers will not tend to flatten the delicate shape
already created on the wax member.

The remaining details regarding the preparation
of the mould is identical to that used for making an
insect cast though on this occasion the retention of
the stalk is necessary after it has done duty as the
metal runner for either finally forming the basis on
which a tiny ring is soldered for attaching the leaf
to the chain, or using the stalk and bending it over
to a ring shape for the same purpose. One final word
on the production of ivy leaves. If you cannot find
a sufficient number of matching members use a pair
of scissors to remedy any defects or even make a
leaf from a larger one though observe the size of
the veins to see that they are reasonably alike. An
absolutely flat leaf does not conform with nature so
when the parts have cooled enough to make handling
an easy operation, gently persuade the edges to
assume a curved outline by simply bending sections
either up or down. However do not overdo this
part of the proceedings but endeavour to make each
detail appear as natural as possible.

A hobby of this type rather unusually demands
slight mass production techniques to be employed

especially when jewellery of the leaf
character is needed, so make up a
series of moulds in their respective
rings-the latter are cheap to produce
so saw off a dozen or so pieces of
the same length in readiness for such
methods-and then you can economise in
gas as there is only a single melting stage
because enough metal is available for a
batch of parts and not for a single detail.
Finally colouring the finished products
either by a chemical process, painting or
merely leaving them in their " natural "
condition completes the work, or you may
like to include rhinestones as an additional
feature.

Fig. 4 (Left).-An old tile makes an ideal
base on which to stand the pattern while

the ring is filled with plaster.
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.Toolmakers vice
portable

All this part of shop kept clear
for wood working projects -le

furniture etc.

Twin grinder

7"overhan to roof all round

General plan of layout.

Reader's
Workshop

March, 1962

D. H. DOWNIE,
A.M.I. Prod. E.

DESCRIBES HIS

OWN

WORKSHOP

AND PROVIDES

ILLUSTRATIONS

OF THE

MACHINES AND

ACCESSORIES HE

HAS DESIGNED

AND BUILT FOR

HIMSELF

ALWAYS a keen workshop man, I had for
many years made do with a small wooden
shed, bench and hand tools. Later in life,

design of small workshop machine tools and
accessories. These, as I made them, were stored
in various parts of the house. Finally, to house
and use the machines I built my workshop during
the summer vacation.

(Below).-The Lathe.
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Front view of Workshop.

Drilling Machine and Saw Bench.

Constructional Details
With consideration for my neighbours, it is

sited down the garden, and 75 feet from the
house. It is 12ft x 8ft on a foundation of concrete
slabs. Framing is 2ft x 2ft in 4ft sections, asbestos
sheet covered. A corrugated asbestos ridge roof
of 18in. pitch. The whole building is lined with
fin. " Tentest " insulating board, right up to the
ridge. The floor is of ,-min. tempered hardboard
painted on the underside with two coats of
bitumen paint, and the surface sealed with a
proprietary sealer. This floor is comfortable to
the feet. easily kept clean, and tools dropped on
to it suffer lirtle damage.

Most workshops as sold have little window
area for lighting, so necessary when doing good
work, and it was partly because of this I designed
my own. The 12ft front has windows the entire
length, the other three sides have two windows
each, hence any project in hand is lighted from
all directions. Power is from 13 amp. fused sockets
and lighting by a 5 amp circuit. Tool racks are
in peg board in slotted battens, and can be easily
lifted out. The tools are held in place by looped
plastic clothes line. Easy to arrange, more efficient,
cheaper and neater than metal clips.
Equipment

Machine equipment is a dual purpose metal and
wood turning lathe, with accessories such as Buff
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Corner Tool Racks at Lathe end of Workshop.

Flexible Shaft Tool, own design and making.

-grindstone-sanding disc with adjustable angle
table. A rise and fall 8in. circular saw, mounted on
castors, allows one to move it around easily whilst
sawing large sheets. A fin. capacity bench drill,
four speeds, H.P. Motor, has accessories such as
rebating cutters, mortising cutters, and a planing
cutter which will handle strip wood up to 3in.
wide. At present I am working on a flexible shaft
tool to add to my equipment. The shop is heated
by a 1000-2000 watt blower heater, and in a matter
of minutes is comfortably warm, and keeps so
owing to the insulation. The outside panels of
the shop are finished in olive green oil paint, the
striping and woodwork in bright yellow.

Readers may be interested to know that I
designed and made all my mechanical equipment
from the first sketches, wooden patterns, finally
machining and fitting up.

What do 1 do there? Well, it's a quiet place to
relax in after the pressure of Technical Teaching.
I do jobs for the home as required, make photo-
graphic apparatus to help my hobby of Technical
photography, design on my drawing board, and
develop ideas for my students in Mechanical
Engineering. Also it's an ideal place with the
appropriate atmosphere to sit and write my
articles on the design and making of workshop
accessories.
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G. A. W. Partridge describes
how magnets can be put

to practical uses in various ways
and also provide amusement

for the children
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

FOR only a few shillings you can obtain a
small, powerful horse -shoe magnet from most
hardware shops, and put it to numerous uses.

Few people realise
that these simple
magnets can be of
g r e a t practical
value in the home
a n d workshop.
They can also en-
tertain our children
for hours on end
and in later years
teach them inter-
esting scientific
principles.

Let us look at
the practical uses
first. Fig. 1 shows
how 'adverts' such
as "Bed and

Fig. 1. Breakfast ", o r
Radio in excel-

lent condition for
sale " and so on can be attached to the window.
The advert is printed on a card and placed outside
the window. The keeper (metal bar that is usually
held across the magnet poles) is placed in the
centre of the card and the magnet put on the inside
of the window pane in such a way that it holds the
keeper and advert card to the window. Magnetism
passes through glass quite easily. If the advert is
painted on to a thin won metal plate, the keeper
can be dispensed with.

A magnetic
notice - board is
shown in Fig. 2.
Four magnets are
placed behind a
cardboard shee t
and with the aid
of the keepers all
sorts of informa-
tion is kept in
place. Fig. 3 shows
how the magnets
are held in posi-
tion. Drawing -pin
holes will not mar
this board which
would look well in
small club -rooms.

Small soft iron
or steel parts that
roll off the bench

Fig. 2. and seemingly dis-
appear on the floor

magnets
at-work

and
play

can be quickly retrieved with a magnet. Tie a
string to the magnet and drag it gently over the
floor until it finds the missing parts. Replace

the keeper directly
afterwards.

What about that
cupboard door that
has the annoying
habit of swinging
open due to a
broken catch?
Throw away the
catch and fit a

Fig. 3. small horse - shoe
magnet to the

frame. Now mount a piece of soft iron in a suit-
able place inside the door (Fig. 4). A knob will,
of course, have to be fitted so that the door can
be pulled open. Large cupboards can be fitted
with two magnets if necessary.

The following ideas are fairly well known. For
instance, separ-
ating s tee 1
screws, nuts,
etc., from a
junk box of
odds and ends
needs little
comment. A
magnet lying on
the writing desk
is ideal for
holding paper
clips and pins.
A small set of
useful tools

consisting of say, a large and a small screw -driver, a
pair of pliers, and set of B.A. spanners can be neatly
kept together ready for use by a couple of horse-
shoe magnets. Some people like magnetic screw-
drivers. Fig 5 shows how to magnetise a
screwdriver and keep it that way.

Let us now look at the educational possibilities.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.-Magnetic Screwdriver.
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Children find the following
instructive novelties most
interesting.

Magnetise a pin by stroking
one pole of a magnet with it.
Thread it through a piece of
paper which is now allowed to
float in a tumbler of water.
Children will be interested in
its North seeking properties.
Lay a' loop of wire over the
pin and touch the ends with a
small torch cell. See how the
pin moves away which shows
the principle of the electric
motor.

Radio enthusiasts usually
have a milliammeter move-
ment in their shack.
Fig. 6 shows how to
explain the principle of
the dynamo. Shake the
magnet over the wire
loop and the milli -
ammeter needle w i 1 1

' kick '! This keeps the
children happy for some
time as they try and see
who can shake the
hardest and produce the
greatest amount of elec-
tricity.

Lay the mag-
net flat on the
table. Place a
piece of card-
board over it
and then
sprinkle on
some iron fil-
ings. Tap the
card and the
magnetic field
will appear im-
mediately. (Fig.
7.)

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6.

Ftg. 7.

Finally, here is a magnetic toy for small
children. (Fig. 8.) The pins are magnetised by
touching them on the poles of a magnet.

See how many pins can be caught and pulled
out with the magnetic pin.

Only a few ideas have been described here
but others will come to mind from time to time.
How about thinking up a few magnetic games
for that coming party?

PUZZLE 111Wr,
CORNERJ

POUR very tired and hungry men entered a small
country inn and asked for accommodation and

something to eat. The landlord put them into one
large room and apologised for being able to offer
them only a large dish of boiled potatoes. When
he brought the dish in, however, he found the four
men had fallen asleep. He therefore put the cover
on and left the dish near the fire.

Shortly afterwards, one of the men woke up, saw
the potatoes, ate his share, i.e. one quarter of the
total number, and then went to sleep again. Half an
hour later the second man woke up and, not know-
ing that one had already eaten, himself consumed
a quarter of the potatoes then in the dish and went
to sleep.

In a little while the third man awoke, ate a quarter
of the potatoes and fell asleep again.

When the fourth man woke up, not knowing the
others had already eaten, he decided to eat his share
but found that, for equal division without cutting,
there should have been one more potato. He there-
fore mentally added one and ate a quarter of the
total thus obtained.

When the four men awoke simultaneously they
decided to eat up the potatoes but none of them
disclosed that he had already eaten some of them.
They were able to share the remaining potatoes
without cutting.

What is the smallest number the landlord must
have put in the dish when he first brought it in?

Answer
1,9 sum Jaguinu temSpo

asp mojaragj, sacaraod oz uaaq a/keg ism"' atagt
'ffuttinD mogly, tuagt Jo ino; asp uaamtaq Anenba
Japututuat sup amtup ot aige aaam ,caut sv silty ot
raputemar asp pue st17+ of uottrod pawnsuoa agt
uT2iruq snip racitunu 1ruT8po asp Jo sti1t? ualea
arm' isnur aq (stp rapturtuar asp BuT2upq ATsno
-ming snip) auo pappu ATTrulaux puu uoTsTAlp Tunba
roj °mod aaour auo paunbar aq punoj nem quno;
ail nUTS 1.1SIP asp UT TIPS nquinu Teut2t.to asp
Jo stpn ffutneai Ii=v+ er,t ++. uaaq peg uoridtuns
-um 1E201 asp 'amtaragt a2Ets sup w stitu tient
p.ggt asp `.stpstk new puoaas agt !iagtunu ieutffpo
asp Jo I pawnsuoa anaq mom, ueui ts.tu ally
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Part 3
TOOLPOST DRILLING

AND MILLING SPINDLE

By L. C. MASON

IN many jobs the possession of a toolpost drilling
and milling spindle, helps very much in speed-
ing up and producing a more accurate result,

while in some cases it is only by the use of
such an accessory that the machining of a job
is made possible at all.

The spindle runs in plain close -fitting bearing
bushes pressed in a tubular housing, which is
gripped in a bored and split block designed to
work in with the column of the adjustable tool -
post recently described. The different assembly
positions possible with the spindle housing block
and column provide an infinite range of set-ups,
especially when other accessories like angle plates
and the vertical slide are brought into use as well.

With straightforward mounting on the topslide
the spindle can take up any position to which a
turning tool can be set. Drilling bolt holes in
items like cylinder covers without having to
remove the job, mark out and drill, drilling rivet
holes round a boiler barrel; endmilling flats or
splines on a shaft, are all jobs which the spindle
simplifies very much. When mounted on the
vertical slide via the column the spindle can be
rotated in a vertical plane. An extension bar.
clamped horizontally to the vertical slide to carry
the spindle at its outer end brings it into use as
a light vertical drill, with the advantages of indexed
movements in all directions through the index
collars on vertical slide and lathe movements.

The first item to be tackled is the mounting
block, which is best shaped up from mild steel
bar. A smaller version for a baby lathe was
quite satisfactorily machined out of a piece of
wrought iron. Mount the block in the four -jaw
and face up at least one surface nicely flat, from
which the others can be checked. If bright M.S.
bar is used, the surfaces will probably be suffi-
ciently good to need no machining at all. Re -chuck
the block edgewise and square off the other four
sides in turn. Mark off on the top surface the
centre of the hole for the mounting coloumn,
centre pop, and re -mount in the four -jaw with the
punch mark running truly. Drill through and open
up the hole by boring till it is an easy fit on the

column. Mark out and drill for the clamping stud
fin. B.S.F. tapping size and open up the outer
half of the hole to fin. clearing. While not
essential, this is the point at which to cut back
and machine flat the seating for the clamp nut.
This is best carried out by endmilling, with the
block clamped flat against the face of the vertical
slide. Saw the slit to allow of clamping, and tap
the bottom half of the hole. If you now fit the
clamp stud, washer and nut, the block can be
clamped to the column in its working position for
drilling and boring the long hole for the spindle
sleeve.

Locate and centre punch the centre of the
spindle housing bore, mount the block on the
toolpost column, and line it up for drilling and
boring by checking the centre pop against the
point of the head centre and the squareness of
the block against the faceplate. Drill through with
successively larger drills held in the three -jaw,
finishing the bore out to size with a small boring
bar between centres. With the bore finished, fit
the sleeve clamp screws and cut the slit, as for
the big clamp stud.

All that remains on the block is to drill and tap
for, the height adjusting screw (fin. Whit.) and to
drill a deeply countersunk oil hole to break into
the spindle housing bore about midway along. This
hole can very well be formed in the one operation
with a centre drill.

Next comes the spindle sleeve. Face each end
of a suitable piece of round M.S. rod, finishing it
to length. Turn the two outside diameters between
centres the smaller a close fit in the bore of the
block. Transfei the piece to the chuck, and if the
three-iaw doesn't hold it truly, use the four -jaw,
setting the job to run really true with the outside
diameter. Drill in at the centre and open up the
hole by stages, taking it to 1.11 in. halfway into
the piece. Drill the small end first. Reverse in
the chuck, once more setting it to run true and
drill as before to meet the first hole. Ream the
complete hole lin. and open up the bore with a
small boring tool to Ain. for -;6 in. deep.

The bushes are plain turning jobs from phosphor
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bronze or gunmetal. Bore them full reaming size
before inserting them in the ends of the tubular
housing, making them a light press fit, then ream
right through both when in position. This will
ensure the bores being in line and the correct
size after any slight compression may have taken
place through pressing into position. Mount the
complete spindle in its working position in the
block and drill the oil hole through, spotting
through the hole in the block.

The spindle is turned from mild steel between
centres, aiming for a close but free fit in the
bearings. When the outside is finished, grip the
large end in the four -jaw, set to run true, and
with the small end supported on the back centre,
screwcut the end 20 t.p.i., chasing up with the tin.
B.S.F. die in the tailstock dieholder. Reverse the
piece in the four -jaw, re -setting to run truly by
the fin. diameter portion, and drill for the collet
housing and work clearance hole. Finish the bore
to size smooth and parallel with a small boring
tool. Set the topside over to 20 deg and turn
the taper in the end, opening up the mouth till
it is sin. diameter at the face. Screw the 20

20 TR L
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7/th
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A Refresher Course in
Mathematics
By F. J. CAMM

5th Edition 8s.6d. By Post 10s.

.p.i. nose thread, shaping up with a chaser if
possible.

To complete the spindle, file the driving flat on
the *in., screwed portion.

Just by way of refinement, it will be found con-
venient for some set-ups to have the block turned
over, thus bringing the oil hole underneath. An
oil hole can very well be drilled on both faces
the block, retaining one only in the sprindle
housing. The spindle assembly can then be fitted
so that its hole lines up with the upper one in
the block, the lower hole in the block being auto-
matically blanked off by the spindle housing.

--+-
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Fig. 3 (Above). - Constructional
details and dimensions.

(Left).-Toolpost drilling and mill-
ing spindle set up on ML7 top slide

for precise drilling.



THAMES SPAN HELIPORT
THE helicopter is undoubtedly one of the most

versatile machines yet devised by the ingenuity
of man, yet it would seem that its full

potential has as yet been far from fully exploited.
One might reasonably have expected that by

now we shoulci have seen the helicopter in much
fuller use as an industrial transport and passenger
machine. To exploit this potential to the maximum
effect the existence of city centre heliports is
essential, for obviously if a heliport is situated
outside the city limits the helicopter's greatest
asset i.e., its ability to take off and land
within its own length, is rendered negative. And
yet one of the major problems involved in siting a
heliport within a city centre is undoubtedly one of
space. Most cities, of course, have their parks, and
open spaces, but even the most avid enthusiast
would hesitate to advocate the conversion of these
into heliports. In the case of a city situated on a
river, such as London, there is at least one pos-
sible alternative and that is to span the heliport
across the river itself. Such an undertaking would
be within the limits of present day technology and
would offer enormous advantages. For a heliport of
the dimensions envisaged could accommodate not
only ferry services between the city centre and local
airports, but also regular services between other

cities and industrial centres, plus a margin for the
inclusion of services to and from the Continent.

Decked
The heliport itself would consist of an upper land-

ing deck, sub -divided to accommodate the various
types of traffic it would be required to handle,
goods, passengers etc. Immediately below the land-
ing deck would be the passenger dispersal deck to
which the passenger would proceed either by lift or
escalator. A large part of this deck and the whole
of the next deck would provide a vast parking area
for passengers' cars plus a high percentage of space
for city parking. Entry to, and exit from, the
parking area would be via the ramps contained
within the heliports' supporting columns which
themselves would span multiple lane motorways
cantilevered out over the water at a height which
would not interfere with river traffic.

Distribution of Goods
Below the landing deck and the two parking

decks would be at least two further decks for the
distribution of goods. This distribution would be
handled in three ways. Firstly by monorails run-
ning North, South, East and West for city perimeter

delivery. Secondly by road, for local distribution
and the third method would be by hovercraft which
would handle riverside delivery. The monorail
system would, of course, also accommodate a high
percentage of passenger traffic. Linked with the
heliport would be the control tower enforcing the

4 strict landing procedures and full safety precautions
particularly necessary in such a location, though it
should be pointed out that in this respect the heli-
copter is the least accident prone of any form of
air transport. Integral with the control tower
would be administrative offices, hotel accommoda-
tion and monorail stations.

In time of course, the heliport, even one of the
dimensions envisaged, might prove inadequate for
the demands made upon it, but in such an event
its unique siting position would make it possible to
add further sections to cope with the increased
demand.

There are of course twin rotor heavy duty heli-
copters in existence which could be employed in
this inter -city heliport system and further develop-
ment will no doubt provide even larger and
faster machines, possibly obtaining their greater
speed through the employment of jet engines.

In addition, there are the possibilities offered by

BY L. TURNER
the vertical take -off craft which obtains its lifting
thrust not from rotors but from downward directed
jets, conversion to normal flight taking place once
the vertical take -off craft is airborne. Considerable
success has already been achieved with prototypes
employing this system, and such a machine would
be invaluable in the inter -city heliport link -up.

Advantages
In a world becoming rapidly more competitive

the advantages to commerce and industry of the
internal high-speed transport system envisaged
would be enormous. Our road network in spite of
the addition of motorways is still very far from
adequate for the ever increasing demands made
upon it and it seems doubtful upon present show-
ings whether it will be for many years to come.
Our system of railways, though obviously still
essential for the transportation of material and
goods in large bulk, lacks the element of speed
(and some might add punctuality), so essential to
the efficient functioning of modern industry. The
heliport net -work system would therefore provide
commerce and industry with a top gear transport
system more in keeping with the demands of the
space age.

Helicopters for express goods transportation only, could operate between centres at large towns. Monorail services from city suburbs would bring passengers direct to heliport reception centre below flight deck.
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MAKING A SPRAY

COMPRESSOR
By G. R. Gilbert

Fig. 1 (Right).-Details of the jets.

Fig. 2 (Below).-Section through sparking plug
adapted for use as air outlet.

1/;dia copper pipe air outlet

Soldered flange

2jets
bicycle valves

frCRt.ive
position of

jets

-1..,47 Tv,

LOckin9 n
1-411:1 11.1 rririnnffincififi

31/2" did vee pulley

Fig. 3.-Set-up of compressor and motor.



Leather washer with
edges turned up

g steel backing
plate

Holes In
piston crown

Fig. 4.-
Piston
assembly.

Fig. 5 (Below).-
Sectional view of
simple spray gun.

2 jets (bicycle
valve)

Screw top jar

Brass bracket
screwed to lid

Plastic
tube
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THE conversion of a small 2 -stroke engine to
work as a compressor suitable for paint spray-
ing is a relatively simple job, the 50 c.c. Mini -

Motor used in this instance involved the use of
hand tools only (see Fig. 3).

Piston Modification
The biggest job is the necessary alterations to the

piston. Begin by removing the cylinder head, and
cylinder from the crank -case and the piston from
the connecting rod. Should the gudgeon pin be
tight in the piston, it can usually be pressed out
after removing the circlips from their grooves and
heating the piston with boiling water.

Metal Plate and Leather Washer
The crown of the piston is fitted with a leather

washer, and the two cutaway portions on the top of
the piston, are covered with a thin steel backing
plate, so that it presents a flat surface for the leather.
Cut and file the backing plate from I'd in. steel to
roughly the same diameter as the piston, an exact
fit in the bore of the cylinder is not essential, in
fact a small gap all round is an advantage to help
the compressor to take in air more easily. The gaps
in the piston rings should be enlarged. The washer
is cut from soft leather (the tongue from a shoe,
or from a glove) about kin. larger in diameter than
the piston. Washer and backing plate are fastened
to the piston with a -kin. Whit, screw in the centre.
Temporarily fasten the packing plate to the piston
and drill two kin. holes through the plate and
piston crown near the edge, see Fig. 4.

Reassembly
Making sure that the holes in the plate and

piston are aligned, assemble together with the
leather washer and refit the piston to the connect-
ing rod. After removing the inlet and exhaust pipes
from the cylinder, blank off the ports with *in.
metal, using the pipe flanges as patterns. When
refitting the cylinders to the crankcase turn the
edges of the leather washer upwards. With the
piston near the top of its stroke, soak the leather
with oil to make it supple and press the edges
against the cylinder wall to make a shallow cup
shape. The cylinder head can now be replaced
minus the sparking plug.

The Crankcase
The work on the crankcase consists only in

drilling a din. hole to prevent pressure and vacuum
alternately building up, by opening it to atmosphere.
The upper of the two tapped holes originally used
for fastening the roller guard is a convenient place
for this hole. Remove the back plate carrying the
coil and other electrical gear leaving only the fly-
wheel fitted on one end of the crankshaft and a
31in. dia. vee pulley on the other.
The Air Outlet

To complete the actual work on the engine, a
sparking plug of the type which dismantles must be
adapted for an air outlet. Unscrew the halves of
the plug and remove the centre electrode. A length
of tin. dia. copper tube with a flange soldered at
one end is assembled with a suitable screw in place
of the electrocW. This is shown in section in Fig. 2.

The action of the compressor is similar to that of
an ordinary bicycle pump. On the downward

(Continued on page 270)
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An electronic 5inier or PhotorapherJ
By G. W. McDONALL

THE process of enlarging photographs requires
a good deal of concentration if shading and
other creative work has to be done. Peering

into the gloom of a darkroom at a clock face, or
counting the ticks of a mechanical timer, is not
conducive to good work. Why not let automation
help you by passing the timing problem to this
Electronic Timer? It will switch on the enlarger
lamp and keep it on for the time required to give
the previously found exposure and switch if off at
the end of that time. It will repeat periods of time
with a degree of accuracy sufficient for practical
purposes from one second up to 100 seconds. By
setting the switch to the position marked " Focus '
the lamp is held on for a period of up to five
minutes; the lamp may be extinguished at any
time by re -setting the, timing switches to zero. The
finished timer can be seen in Fig. 1.

Mains T1

Transformer

On/Off
switch

-0 Enlarger
'amp

250 
220 c.

A AZ%

2001=,c,
c>c,
c>

0

C)

C>
C>
C>
C>
C)
C,
C>
C>

Fig. 2.-
Wiring Circuit.

(:3'63V 1A

pO 01
077

e
c:,
c>c.-0,
kz, Fl

8
C>
C>O
C>
C>
C>

1r Y

Circuit
The circuit (Fig. 2) is technically a simple out.,

and being A.C. mains operated from a three -core
mains lead allows efficient earthing of the metal
chassis. This makes it safe to use in any dark -room
providing the mains lead is correctly wired up.

The timer operates as follow. When the mains
switch Si is closed, voltage is applied to the primary
of transformer T1, and to the enlarger lamp via the
contacts of relay REL. The lamp will remain
lighted until the valves VI and V2 heat up and a
voltage appears across smoothing capacitors C2 and
C3. The polarity of the voltage across the capacitors
is shown in the circuit diagram. From the circuit
diagram it will be seen that a positive voltage is
applied to the grid and anode of valve V2, and it
being a gas -filled thyratron type immediately passes
current sufficient to cause the coil of relay REL to

X

4200V P22 22k

-200V

4pF

C3
- 4pF

C2 P23
250k

R11 -R20
all 3.3M

100

P20

R13 80 10 se5 and
steps 40
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d
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V2
2021

e

P12

20
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R17 R16

P13 P10

P14 P9

15 RB

P1 -RIO
al1.330k

53 3
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Fig. 1.-The finished Timer.

operate the armature and change over the contacts.
The lamp now goes out and the timer is ready for
use. Timing capacitor Cl is charged to a voltage of
negative 250. This voltage across Cl when allowed
to slowly leak away through the series of timing
resistors R1 to R20 provides us with a range of
intervals from one second to 100 seconds, during
which the enlarger lamp may be lit.

To start the timing cycle the required time is
selected on the rotary switches S3 and S4, and the
re -cycle switch S2 is operated, momentarily break-
ing the anode circuit of valve V2. V2 now ceases to
pass current, the relay REL operates and changes
over the contacts so that the timing capacitor Cl
is connected to the discharge resistors R1 to R20
as selected. At the same instant the enlarger lamp
lights and will remain that way until the voltage
across Cl becomes near zero, when by virtue of the
voltages now on the grid and anode of V2 the relay
will again operate, changing back the contacts and
switching off the enlarger lamp. The timer is now
ready for the next timing cycle which can be started
simply by throwing the re -cycle switch S2.

The tolerance on the component values given in
the Parts List are plus or minus 10 per cent. This
has in practice turned out to be sufficient for the
purpose of timing enlargements. Components of
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Top view showing position of components.

high tolerance are expensive and in order to keep
the total cost to around £6, 10 per cent, tolerance
components were selected.

The exposure time required for a particular en-
largement is always found by the test strip method,
and if the strip is timed on the timer the actual
enlargement will turn out as the test strip did. This
has been proved by the writer over a long period
of time, using this timer.

For the technically minded the discharge time of
the circuit is found by the following formula.

T = 0.693R.C.
where C is capacity in µF

R is value of discharge resistor in MC2
T is time taken for voltage on C at fall to
zero.

Practical considerations make the values in the
Parts List differ from those arrived at by the above
equation. Where cost is no consideration the use of
high stability 1% tolerance resistors will give results
in practice almost equal to those calculated. It will
be noticed that a variable resistor R23 is placed in
series with the discharge resistor chain. This is
used to adjust the calibration on the one second to
ten second range.

Fig. 3.-Top of Chassis Wiring. Pig. 4.-Underside of Chassis Wiring.
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Under -chassis view of the Wiring.

Construction
No dimensions of the chassis will be given

because this depends on individual requirements
and the size of the components available. The wir-
ing should be clear from Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The
mains input and the output leads to the enlarger are
fitted with non -reversible plugs and sockets, these
fittings are obtainable from all good electrical stores.
Their use ensures continuity of the safety earthing
system.

In order to avoid overloading the variable resistor
R23, the selector switch should not be moved from
" FOCUS " to ZERO, but from " FOCUS " to the
ten -second position. This allows the full charge on
capacitor Cl to discharge slowly through the timing
resistors R1 to R19 thus limiting the discharge
current through R23 to a value which it can safely
handle.

PARTS LIST
Si Two -pole ON/OFF switch
S2 Single -pole, two-way switch
S3, S4 12 -way 1 -pole wafer switches
Fl Panel mounting fuse holder with 100mA. fuse
F2 Panel mounting fuse holder with 1A. fuse
Cl 41.1.F. 350V. D.C. paper foil capacitor
C2, C3 4µF. 350V. D.C. electrolytic capacitor
Resistors
R1 -R10 330 K S2 1W.
R11 -R20 3.3M 0 1W.
R21 150K 0 1W.
R22 20K S2 1W.
R23 250K 0 variable
VI D77 or 6AL5
V2 2D21 or EN91
Ti Mains transformer 220/250V. primary

Secondary 250-0-250V., 30mA., 6.3V. 1A.
Relay P.O. Type 3000. 5000 0 coil, two change -over

contacts.
Sundries

Two pointer knobs, two valve holders B7G, two 3 -pin
non -reversible plugs and sockets, 2yd. 3 -core, flex resin -
cored solder, connecting wire, 20 s.w.g. alloy chassis.
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AN ADJUSTABLE BENCH STOP
By W. Moore

AWOOD bench stop will not " nick " your
plane iron. The stop portion " D " is made
of Beech but any close -grained hardwood is

suitable. It is 2in. square.
First, a mortise is cut in the bench top to give a

neat fit for " D ". It slides on the bench leg to
give it support. A slot or mortise is cut in the back
of the bench leg to allow the handle " C " free
movement.

The handle is lin. thick and 2in. wide and is
fitted into an open stop
" D ". The length depends on your requirements.
The bolts " A " and " B " aree in. and of a length
to suit the bench leg and stop. A wing nut on the
bolt that attaches the handle to the leg is convenient
to adjust for working. If you wish to work this by
foot, you can make " D " longer so that the handle is
closer to the floor.

This stop allows raising and lowering by handle
alone without the need for constant loosening or
tightening a nut.

MINI -MOTOR AS A COMPRESSOR
(Continued from page 267)

stroke air is drawn through the holes in the piston
and past the leather washer; on the upward stroke
the washer is pressed against the cylinder walls and
compresses the air, forcing it through the air outlet.
The compressor is mounted with two Whit.
bolts in the holes at the base of the crankcase and
is driven by a 1- h.p. motor at about 1,500 r.m.p.

The compressor delivers air in sufficient volume
and pressure to operate a gun of the type sold for
use with a hand or foot pump.
Spraygun

For those wishing to make up their own gun a
brief description of the author's is given in Fig. 5.
The critical point to watch is the angle at which
the two jets meet. The air jet must be half covered
by the paint jet. The angle must be a couple of
degrees less than a right-angle, and is best found by
trial and error. The connection between com-
pressor and gun can be made with the rubber tubing
used on some cars which are fitted with suction
operated windscreen wipers. This is sold at most
motor accessory shops.
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Described by A. E. WARD

BY cutting out portions of a simply folded sheet
of paper you can quickly form the word
" goodbye ". As a novel concluding item in

the programme of an amateur magician, the trick
to be described will be of real value.

Take a sheet of thin quality paper having dimen-
sions roughly in the proportions of a sheet of fools-
cap (approximately 8in. x 13in.). Newsprint will be
ideal. Fig. 1 illustrates how the paper should be
folded before you begin cutting. Study the stages
A, B and C. Hold the paper as shown in Fig. 2
and commence cutting away the shaded areas
working from right to left. In general you will cut
through all the thickness of paper, but, as you pro-
ceed, it will be necessary for you to pay attention
to the following details.

Cutting the Window
In order to cut out the window (third shaded

area from the right) you must first fold the paper
as indicated by the dotted line PQ. At D you must
only cut through the top two thicknesses of paper
and at E, again, you must only cut through the top
two thicknesses.

Open out the paper to obtain Fig. 3. Start
cutting at the left side this time and begin by cutting
out the shaded areas which will give you the last
two letters of the word " goodbye ". Fold along

the dotted line RS to obtain the hollow " fork "
of the Y. Actually, at this stage, the Y will in
fact. resemble an X. Then " round off " the
other partly formed letters by cutting out all
the other shaded areas.

In conclusion open out the paper to its
original size and finish forming the letters of
the word by trimming away the base of the
letter X shape to form the required Y and
shorten the top " hook " of the first letter to
make it resemble a G. Hold up your com-
pleted word (left) and display it against a dark
background.

At first, when you are acquiring the slight
skill needed to perform the stunt smartly and
successfully, your progress may be slow and
you will perhaps make mistakes. It will be a
help if you pencil in the shaded areas before
-utting.

I.

FIG 1

FIG 2

S

-7 N T

FIG 3
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FOR strong swimmers surf riding is undoubtedly
an added attraction to a seaside holiday and
in these days when road transport is so

readily available the problem of carrying the essen-
tial equipment from the home is not so difficult;
thus the making of a board in time for the next
summer holiday is now worth while, especially
as such a construction can save some £10 and
requiries so little skill in accomplishing a first-
class result.

Thick plywood is an ideal material for the board
but unfortunately not all material of this type is
applicable for long periods in water and particularly
salt water, so care in selecting the wood is essential
before work can commence. One product which
an intending users can perhaps try is Hy-du-
lignum-a board which resembles plywood but
is a much more superior article and is impervious
to water even after long periods of immersion-
and also it is immensely strong and will not break
despite all the abuses encountered in this sport.
The board is made by subjecting layers of specially
selected timber to a heavy pressure with a thin
layer of adhesive between them; thus the result
is a detail which does not bend or warp.

The dimensions given in this illustration make
an ideal surf board but they can be varied slightly
to suit available material. Assuming a piece of
board is ordered it is well to remember then there
is no need to leave the usual finishing allowance
as a few minutes application with a coarse file
will soon remove any ragged edges which have
been left by the sawing process. If any readers
consider that using a file on wood is not good
practice, they can be assured in this case because
Hy-du-lignum is incorporated on many occasions
in press tool construction for the making of air-
craft parts, and filing and scraping by the tool
fitters in question is their method of working this

Rope Wood hand hold this end
necessary

Is

Half round strip 50 Long

Knot

These holes are also used for towing

By JOHN WALLER

March, 1962

material. Mark out the radial end with the aid of
a pair of old drawing dividers or simply a piece
of string anchored to the pivot point by a pin
and with the other end holding a scriber or sharp
nail which performs the duties of a marking
medium. Cut off the surplus and finish with a file
as this will assuredly produce a better surface than
the traditional or similar woodworking
tool.

Drill two holes each side for the rope-nylon
cord is ideal if obtainable-but make sure the
edges of all the holes are carefully rounded off
to prevent any rubbing action from fraying the

rope. A substantial
knot will hold the
rope and a further
fixing is unneces-
sary, and this
method is also pre-
ferable because it

Knots allows an adjust-/ ment from the

74" 20*

Board .V.
Hy- du- Lignum

Emery cloth held With marine glue
.3" X 12- Long

66.

sx',NWP::::**X1,44%.

Despite their simp-
licity, surf boards are
expensive items of
equipment but one
which will give end-
less hours of amuse-
ment is seen here
and is easily made in
a weekend for a
fraction of the

normal cost.

(Continued on
page 286)
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SCIENCES go
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Cellulose from Volga Reeds

THE vast, formerly useless reed beds in the
Volga delta will soon be exploited by a big
new cellulose factory near Astrakhan, pro-

ducing cardboard, raw materials for plastics and
valuable protein yeasts for fodder.

The reed beds produce some 40 million tons a
year, but in the past reeds were used only for handi-
crafts and for fuel.

Now the reeds will be used in the manufacture
of a wide variety of building materials-including
plaster, excellent " tiles ", " parquet flooring ",
roofing slabs, door and window frames, and even
certain machine parts.

The new factory provides for a continuous flow
of the raw material from the banks of the Volga.

The cardboard -making machine, over 12ft wide,
will move at the rate of well over 300ft a minute
and produce 240 tons a day.

A second machine will have a daily capacity of
300 tons.

The plant has been completed in under two years,
and harvesting of the reeds will start as soon as
the Volga ice is thick enough to allow the use of
tractor -drawn mowing machines.

The Time -keeper of the Sea
AN exhibition entitled " Four Steps to Longi-

tude " is taking place at the National Mari-
time Museum at Greenwich, to com-

memorate the bi-centenary of the first successful
sea trials of a marine time -keeper.

The photograph above shows John Harrison's
first marine time -keeper dated 1735. This time-
keeper won John Harrison a £20,000 award for
successfully finding the longitude of a ship at sea.

The photograph on the
left shows a scale model
of the " Centurian " the
ship that John Harrison's
first time -keeper was
tested on, in 1736.
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The P.M.
Geiger

Counter
In the article on
the geiger counter
in our October,
1961 issue the tube
recommended by
the author was
MX124. Messrs.
Mullards Ltd.
ha v e suggested
however that the
MX123 would be
more practicable
for this circuit.



A DIMMER UNIT
FOR THE HOME-MADE

PROJECTOR

By L. R. Repage

AS will be appreciated the filament of a pro-
jector lamp, necessitating as it does a lamp
of extremely high brilliance, is working at a

much greater strain that that of the normal
domestic lamp. Projector lamps usually have quite
a substantial working life, barring accidents of
course. However, there is always a surge current
at the moment of switching on, and this added up
can reduce the working life of the lamp. An
arrangement therefore, which will reduce the first
surge current, by allowing the filament of the lamp
to heat up more gradually, will tend to extend the
life of the lamp.

By putting another lamp rated at a similar
wattage in series with the projector lamp the effect
is just this. The effect is really that of adding

Fig. I. - The
unit with pro-
tective c o v er
partly cut away.

il/

Plywood
platform

1127/1 surround

Light perforated metal sheet,
cut in one piece and bent to

form cover

another length of filament externally and reducing
the pressure. There is one very important con-
dition however, the extra lamp must be connected
in series. This necessitates joining into one of the
wires only, of the projector lamps circuit. If con-
nected across the two wires the lamp will not only
burn just as brightly, but on using the switch shown
the mains supply would fuse.

Fig. 1 shows the unit with protecting cover
partly cut away, and consists simply of a small
raised platform, having a batten lamp holder at
one end, and a lighting switch at the other. The
protective covering was thought advisable in case
the lamp was accidentally knocked. A photo-
graphic photoflood lamp was made use of as a
similar wattage of 250W in household lamps would
be rather large in size.

Fig. 2 shows the circuit pictorially and
shows a three -pin plug. If using a light-
ing plug for connecting to a light socket,
ony two connections will apply, as there
will be no earth connection. One of the
projecting lamps leads is cut at a con-
venient point, the two wires from the unit
soldered to the ends, and then very care-
fully taped up with good insulating tape-
very important this. If preferred the lamp
may be installed in the lamp house as seen
dotted at " B " and the switch on the pro-
jectors baseboard, as at " A "; thus dis-
pensing with the separate unit, as shown
in Fig. 1. The circuit however, must
agree to that given in the circuit diagram

Fig. 4.-Lamp guard
Good guage details.
rubber covered
twin flex
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I ' IIy ''
1/' Switch

%

Photoflood
lamp holder

I

Fig. 3.-Under-
side view of the

unit. -

Fig. 3. This shows an underside view of the unit
and the wiring to the lamp holder, and its switch.

When first switched on at the supply, the switch
on the unit should be at the " off " position. This
brings the photoflood lamp into circuit and a
dimmer effect will be noticed, the projector lamp
burning at about half brilliance.

Fig. 2.-The circuit.

Earth wire

275

n nri

Unit leads joined
here(see notes)

On closing the switch, the photoflood lamp is
shorted and the full current passes to the pro-
jector lamp. The unit switch does not switch off
the main supply, but merely cuts the photoflood
in or out of circuit as desired. The arrangement
is not automatic and the dimming effect must be
controlled as desired by this unit switch. As this
switch passes the full mains voltage, it must be of
mains type and the wiring of good gauge insulated
flex.

Fig. 4 shows how the lamp guard can be cut
out of one piece of light perforated metal. It should
however, be of substantial enough gauge to form a
quite rigid box type cover.

The First "PRACTICAL MECHANICS"
HOW -TO -MAKE -IT BOOK

How to make over 30 magnificent articles
Including Tubular Door Chimes, Cycle Trailer,
Spanish Hawaiian Guitar, Double-SeaterCanoe, etc.

Price 1 b..

from GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2
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SPEED MAIL
An Interesting American Experiment

Told by A. E. BENSUSAN

IN reality, Speed Mail is not a single experiment,
but a progressing and closely related develop-
ment process. Although it has not yet been made

available for use by the general public, neither is
that likely to occur for some time to come, it has
been successfully employed for the transmission
of official correspondence between major govern-
mental centres during the trial periods.

The object was to establish and test stations for
the sending and reception of letters by wireless,
extremely rapidly and with the maximum security.
A letter could be typed, written or drawn on a
special form similar in many respects to those
used for the war -time American V -Mail and
British Airgraph services. After folding and edge -
sealing the form, the message is not seen again
by anyone, Post Office employees included, until
the addressee opens his fascimile copy on receipt.

The system has some points in common with
commercial facsimile transmission systems but,
additionally, it offers absolute security and speeds
between one -hundred and four -hundred times as
fast as those at which, for example, newspaper
photograph transmitters operate. Since the pro-
cess is entirely automatic, and reproduces the
finest details of the message or drawing, no errors
or omissions are possible.

The sealed letter is posted in the conventional
way and, on collection, sent to the Speed Mail
unit established in the local Post Office. There it
is fed into a machine, currently a converted post-
age meter, which stamps its face with a destination
code, the date and time. The code enables an
electronic switching machine to direct the message
to the appropriate destination.

From that point onwards, the letters are
handled mechanically and within locked guards.
The first machine trims off the edge -sealing, with -

The Speed Mail transmitting machine.

out affecting the sender, addressee or message
panels and feeds the letters into metal containers
at the rate of one a second. Interlocks ensure that
the machine cannot be operated until the con-
tainer is firmly in place, neither can the container
be removed until its cover is secure.

The transmitter has identical security locks.
When it is started, it simultaneously switches on
the receiver in the destination city and the
message is scanned by a vidicon tube at the fine
spacing of 120 lines per inch. The tube, of a
similar type to those used in television cameras,
and the use of micro -waves for transmission, show
the relationship between this method and tele-
vision broadcasting, although not in the same open
manner. Should a fault cause three or more
scanning lines to be missed, the machine stops
and the entire message is repeated. The original
letter forms are later destroyed under security
conditions.

At the receiving station, the messages are
separated and reconstituted into clear signals which
are passed to the printing machine. Unlike the
war -time processes mentioned earlier, the present
system is non -photographic in the normal sense
of that term. The impulses actuate a vidicon tube
which imparts them to the sensitive surface of a
selenium -coated cylinder. As it revolves, the
cylinder picks up minute particles of dry ink and
a toning substance only where it has been affected
by the tube. Further rotation of the cylinder
impresses the ink to paper, which is then heated
to fuse the printing and make it permanent.

The new copy of the letter is cut to size, a signal
from the transmitter indicating the end of each
sheet, folded and edge -sealed before being passed
to an enveloping machine. The envelope has
double windows, and the method of folding and

The Facsimile printing machine.
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sealing the cut letter ensures that it is inserted so
that only the .names and addresses of the sender
and addressee are visible. The letter is then ready
for delivery, either through the normal postal
channels or by special messenger.

The transmission and receiving units can each
handle one complete letter every four seconds. The
installation of four pairs of units in the capital,
Washington D.C., permits one message to be sent,
and one received, every second. Three pairs of
units are installed at Chicago, and one at Battle
Creek, Michigan. The latter is located in the
Federal Centre which accommodates the offices
of Civil and Defence Mobilisation.

More recent experimental work has involved
the sending of Speed Mail letters via an Echo
satellite. The messages, which originated in the
capital, were passed to the Naval Reserch Labora-
tory at Stump Neck, bounced off the satellite and
received at Holmdel for onward transmission to
the Post Office at Newark.

At present, the system is too expensive to
operate commercially, although cost would hardly
be a drawback if this rapid means of communica-
tion were needed at a time of national or inter-
national crisis. Additionally, there is always the

Washington D.C.

Naval research laboratory
Stump Neck

The security container on the Edge Trimmer unit

prospect, and a realistic one at that, of future
developments considerably reducing capital and
particularly, transmission expenses. With that
eventuality in mind, proposals for a nation-wide
network of seventy-one Speed Mail stations have
been made.

Echo Satellite

It&rA,

NIF

N.A.S.A. Station
Holmdel

Post Master's office
Newark

A DOWELLING JIG (Continued from page 253)

dowels. Place the wood in the cramp with one
end flush with the side block and set the drill
guides so that the centre of the holes correspond
with the centres marked on the wood. Tighten
up, and drill the holes to the required depth: it is
a good plan to improvise some form of stop ' so
that all holes can be bored to the correct depth.
Once the apparatus has thus been set up, any
number of like pieces of wood may be accurately
drilled. Similarly, the corresponding members-
rails or legs of a table, for example-may be bored
merely by altering the position of the guide holder
along the sides of the frame but not altering the
distance apart of the drill guides. Note that due
allowance should be made if the rails are to be
let -in from the face of the legs as opposed to being
flush with it.

If comparatively thin material is being worked,
use a packing piece of wood to throw the face side
away from the cramping plate as .shown in the

photograph depicting the edge of a rail being bored
by hand. If, for the purpose of jointing two boards
lengthwise, a large number of holes is required,
bore the first two, slide the work along until the
left-hand hole is over the right-hand drill guide,
re -clamp and drill another left-hand hole, and so
on.

Dowels should be about fin. shorter than the
combined depth of both holes, and the ends should
be rounded. Make a light sawcut lengthways along
the dowel to accommodate surplus glue when the
work is cramped up.

"ENGINEERING MEASUREMENT AND
INSPECTION"

Edited by A. T. Collins
336 Pages 302 Illustrations

30/- net from all Booksellers
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PART 13
CONTINUATION OF INSTRUCTIONS

FOR THE EXPANSION
LINK BRACKETS

EVENING STAR
ERECTING LINKS

IF both bushes are removed from the lugs, it
will be found quite easy to put the links
between the lugs, as the *in. holes give ample

clearance to manipulate them. After inserting,
replace the bushes with the holes in them going
over the link trunnions, and put in the screws.
When these are tightened up, the link should swing
quite freely, but without a vestige of shake.

Alternative Cast Brackets
Castings for the link brackets will be the same

as the built-up kind, and will require bushing for
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Fig. 78.-L.H. Expansion Link Bracket.
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the link trunnions and reversing -shaft. Not only
would it be a very difficult job to cast the bearings
integral, needing intricate patterns and cores but
the only way to erect the links would be to make
one of the lugs removable, entailing extra work.
The castings as specified, will need little attention.
The side plate which butts against the engine
frame, only needs smoothing off with a file. The
easiest way to do it, is to lay a big flat second -cut
file on the bench, and rub the side of the casting on
it, taking care to avoid tilting it. The " text -book "
way is, of course, to grip the casting in the bench
vice, hold the file horizontally, take steady strokes,
and so on; but many good folk wouldn't get a flat
face in a month of Sundays by that method,
whereas by doing the job as I recommend, they
get one at first shot, and in a fraction of the time.
Anybody who has a milling -machine can set the
casting in a machine -vice on the table, and take a
cut over the contact side with a small slabbing
cutter; but be mighty careful to avoid distorting
the casting when gripping it.

Locating and Drilling Screw Holes
The holes for the screws which attach the bracket

to the engine frames should be marked off on the
opposite side, centrepopped, and drilled with the
contact side resting on a flat piece of wood on the
drilling -machine table. Tip: parquet flooring blocks
are champion to drill on, being hard wood, and true
on both sides. The holes for the link trunnion
bushes can be set out on the lugs, as shown in the
side views, Figs. 78 and 82. Drill them ?kin. at
first, and test with a piece of Ain. rod to see that
they line up and are square with the bracket. If
not, correct with a round file, redrill lin. and test
with in. rod. When O.K. open out with gf: in.
drill, and ream -4in. putting both drill and reamer
through both holes at one go.

Next, set out the holes for the. reversing -shaft,
locating them from the centres of the link trunnion
holes. Drill a ;sin. pilot hole first, check to see it
hasn't wandered away from the centrepop (drills
frequently suffer from wanderlust, especially when
the flutes are shallow and the penetrating points
wide) then open out and ream as above. Both link
trunnion bushes and reversing -shaft bushes are
made and fitted exactly as described for the built-up
brackets.

Details aS
L.H. bracket.

Fig. 82.-R.H. Expansion Link Bracket.
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The bearings for the reversing -screw will be
cast integral with the left-hand bracket. Drill both
No. 30; if in correct alignment, the drill, or piece of
*in, round rod (silver -steel is usually perfectly
straight, and fine for testing) can be put through
both holes, and twisted with your fingers. Open out
the back one with drill, and tap lin. x 40. The
screwed bush which fits into this, and keeps the
reversing -screw in place, is made in exactly the
same way as the piston -glands in the cylinders.
Use kin. hexagon bronze, and drill the centre hole
No. 30. The bush for the built-up bracket is the
same.

Details and
dimensions
same as on
L.H. bracket.

3/4r

Fig. 84.-Section AA R.H. Bracket.
Erection of Brackets

The exact position of the brackets on the engine
frame is shown in the plan and elevation drawings,
Fig. 68 Jan. instalment, and as the correct valve
setting is dependent on this-watch your step! The
location of the expansion link is the vital factor, so
set up the L.H. bracket on the frame, with the
centre of the link trunnion bushe.; in the position
shown. Note-a clearance for the intermediate
coupled wheel must be filed in the front of the
bracket, as shown in the front views, Figs. 79 and
83. The curved lower edge of the side plate allows
clearance for the wheel flange, but a piece must be
taken out of the bracket frame to allow the wheel
tread, shown by the dotted lines, to clear. If the
bracket is held temporarily against the wheel, you
can see at a glance exactly what is required.

Check Bracket Position Carefully
When the bracket is correctly located, clamp it

in place with a toolmakers' cramp, check up to
make quite sure that the centre of link bearing is
the correct amount ahead of the driving axle
(cramps do shift sometimes when being tightened!)
then drill the engine frame for the bolt holes, using
those in the bracket to guide the drill. Don't put all
the bolts in yet, as the bracket has to be removed to
allow the die -block and radius rod to be attached
to the expansion link; just put in a couple of 6B.A.
bolts to hold it for the time being.

The right-hand bracket can then be erected in
similar fashion, the link bearing being exactly the
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same distance ahead of, and above, the centre of
the driving axle. After correctly locating the
bracket and clamping it temporarily in place for
drilling the bolt holes in the engine frame, make an
additional check by putting a long straight piece of
kin. round rod (commercial silver -steel should be
straight enough) through the bushes in the two angle
plates. This should slide in easily; and should be
easy enough to turn with your fingers. If it turns
stiffly, or won't go in at all, either one of the
brackets is not correctly located, or else the distance
between the centres of the bushes for the link
trunnion and reversing -shaft isn't the same on
both brackets. The remedy for either fault is
obvious, and should be put right before proceeding
further. Any fault in the valve gear will ruin the
efficiency of the engine.

I
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Fig. 85.-Plan of R.H. Bracket.

The next item is the reversing screw, and this
is made from a lein. length of kin. round
silver - steel. Chuck it in the three - jaw with
lin. projecting, face the end, and turn down kin.
length to kin. dia. Use the screwed bush from the
top of the left-hand expansion -link bracket for a
gauge; the turned part should be a nice running
fit in the bush, without any slackness. Any slack-
ness in the reverse -screw bearings will cause the
whole gear to chatter and dither all the time the
engine is at work. Turn the rod end -for -end in
the chuck, face the other end, and turn down a full
sin. length to kin. dia. leaving lin. between the
shoulders. Grip the longer turned end in the
chuck tightly, and screw the unturned part with a

Whitworth left-hand die in the tailstock
holder. If a left-hand die isn't available, a right-
hand die can be used; but this makes it awkward
for the driver.

The reversing wheel on the 2-10-0 engines is
mounted parallel with the side of the cab, driving
the reversing screw through a bevel gear connected
to a revolving shaft with universal joints at each
end. With a left-hand screw, to go ahead, the
wheel is turned in the same direction that the
good lady used to turn the wheel of the domestic
wringer, when putting the washing through it, in
the days before washing -machines came into general
use. This " comes natural ", in a manner of speak-
ing. If a right-hand screw is used, the driver has
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to turn the wheel backwards to go forward (says
Pat). This doesn't matter much when the usual
type of wheel and screw is fitted, with the whole
doings in the cab, and the wheel mounted directly
on the end of the screw, at right angles to the cab

3/16" Whit. L.H.
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Fig. 87.-Reversing Screw and Nut.
side. The Stroudley engines on the L.B. and S.C.R.
had right-hand screws, which we turned clockwise
to notch up, or go into reverse gear; it's just what
one gets used to!

To make the nut, chuck a piece of kin. x kin.
bronze rod truly in the four -jaw. Face the end,
turn kin. length to kin, dia. and part off at Thin.
from the shoulder. Grip the Ain. pip in the three -
jaw, and turn down the other end for kin. length
to Ain, dia likewise, leaving kin. between the
shoulders. Rechuck in the four -jaw with the square
end running truly, the pips being at each side.
Centre, drill through with ,'"fin. or No. 27 drill, and
tap to suit the screw, guiding the tap with the tail -
stock chuck. The nut should be an exact fit on the
thread of the screw, for reasons previously
mentioned.

Hold the nut between the lugs on top of the left-
hand link bracket, insert the screw through the
bush hole, screw it through the nut until the end
of the screw enters the front bearing, and screw
the bush in place. When the bush is right home,
the screw should turn freely, but without any
endplay. If tight, take a shade off the front end of
the bush, where it bears against the shoulder.
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Lifting and reversing arms (left-hand side)
Cut two pieces of 16 -gauge (1in.) soft mild steel

sheet 2in. long and lkin. wide; see that they are
quite flat, then solder them together. On one side,
mark the outline shown in Fig. 88, drill the holes
No. 32, and drill another one at .4 in. above the
location of the bush hole. Saw and file to outline,
and cut the slot at the top of the vertical arm by
sawing down to the hole-I use a jeweller's thin
brass -back saw for jobs like this-and trimming to
exact width with a thin flat file. Ream the hole
in the small boss with a kin. parallel reamer. Open
the hole in the big boss with kin. drill. Heat the
pieces until they fall apart, and wipe off any solder
that may stick to them.

Chuck a piece of bin. round mild steel rod, face
the end, centre, drill to kin. depth with letter C or
Alin. drill, turn Thin. length to kin. dia. (a tight
fit in the kin. hole in the arm) part off at kin.
from the end, reverse in chuck, and turn the other
end in like manner. Put a kin. parallel reamer in
the hole, just far enough to leave the hole a very
tight fit on a piece of fin. rod. Squeeze the arms
on to the ends of the bush, lining them up exactly
by putting a piece of kin. silver -steel through the
holes in the small boss, and a piece of kin, flat stuff
in the slots at the top of the vertical part. Then
braze or silversolder the arms to the bush in the
manner previously described for other small parts.
Quench in cold water, and clean up; then very
carefully, bend the vertical arms outwards until a
piece of Ain. square rod will slide nicely between
them. The easiest way to get both sides exactly
the same, and to the right width, is to file the end
of a bit of Thin. square steel rod to the contour
shown in the section. First bend the arms outwards
at the lower bend, with a pair of flat -nosed pliers;
then put the filed end of the 11,1 in. square rod
between them, put the lot between the jaws of the
bench vice, and tighten the screw. This will
squeeze the arms in close contact with the rod
without marking them, and as soft mild steel
doesn't spring, they will stay put when the vice
jaws are released.
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Fig. 88.-L.H. Lifting and Reversing Arms.

Mainly owing to a change in our
printing arrangements, there was an
unfortunate and quite inadvertent
mix-up in the February instalment
of L.B.S.C.'s "Evening Star"
construction serial. Instead of pan
of the illustration showing the
expansion link brackets being
presented with the appropriate
instructions, all the latter were
printed, and the illustrations
omitted. The figure numbers in
the text were also incorrect.

All this has now been put right
in the instalment appearing in this
issue, and we assure all readers who
are building the locomotive, that we
shall take every precaution to avoid
any further trouble. Builders who
have been making inquiries about
full-size blueprints? will be glad to
hear that these are in hand, and it is
hoped to issue them at an early date.
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TRADE NOTES

j

March, 1962

A REVIEW OF NEW
TOOLS, EQUIPMENT,

ETC.

New Spray Gun
ALFRED BULLOWS and Sons Ltd., Long

Street, Walsall, announce the introduction of
their new L920 Spray Gun.

This is a lightweight high performance gun
designed for spraying small, mass produced com-
ponents. It is, however, equally suitable for colour-
ing and shading in, for example, the furniture and
pottery trades. Its small size and light weight com-
bine to give a well balanced, easy to handle gun
particularly suitable for use by female operatives.

Suitable for pressure or syphon feed, the L920 is
recommended for medium or light production
finishing and gives a full, well defined spray pattern.
Fluid and air connections are lin. B.S.P. and 2,
5 or 8f1 oz cups are available when the gun is used
for syphon feed.

The body is an aluminium alloy forging with
all wearing threads in brass inserts. A range of
hardened stainless steel fluid nozzles are available
from .020in. (5mm) to .060in. (1.5mm) together
with suitable air nozzles.

The L920 Spray Gun costs £8.

Tin-A-Lum
IT appears that some readers who were

interested in our editorial mention of Tin-A-
Lum aluminium solder in our December, 1961
issue, have had difficulty in getting in touch
with this company. We have now learned that
they recently moved their business from
London and the new address is now:

Tin-A-Lum Ltd.,
Drift Road, Fareham, Hants.

RIVETING from one side of the work only
and in inaccessible places is possible with

the KLIK system of riveting which utilises
Monel or Aluminium tubular rivets mounted on
expendable steel mandrels. The process employs
either of two riveting devices, the RS -3 lazy tongs
or the RSL-2 riveter -pliers. It is said to be both
quick and efficient, requiring only one operator.

Two kits are available for general repair and
maintenance work. One is the KLIKIT 3, contain-
ing the RS -3 lazy tongs riveter, the other, the
KLIKIT 2, embodies the RSL-2 plier-riveter.
Riveters and rivets can be supplied separately.
Rivets are available for any combination of
material thicknesses from 0.08in. to 0.6in.
Standard rivet diameters are
and in.

The KLIKIT 3 kit, including the RS -3 riveter
and various nozzles, costs £8 15s. and the KLIKIT
2 with RSL-2 riveter and nozzles costs £5.
Separately, the RSL-2 and RS -3 are priced at
£2 13s. and £5 18s. respectively.

The manufacturers are Riveting Systems Ltd.,
Under Lane, Chadderton, Oldham, England.
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HANDY PHOTO TIPS
By Photographer

Showing two film lengths stapled together.

How to lengthen the tripod.

ANYONE who uses short lengths of film,
perhaps the offcut ends of full-length strips,
will appreciate this method of loading several

pieces into the developing tank so that they can
all be processed together. The system works well
with either miniature or roll films of any thickness,
and there is no possibility of one end riding over
another while in the tank, so causing uneven
development through solution starvation.

In the darkroom, changing bag or whatever
place you employ to load the tank, draw just a little
film out of each of two cassettes or off two spools,
and cut away any trimmed leaders. This reduces
the risk of damage due to handling. Then allowing
the width of your finger in overlap, clinch a
chromium or nickel plated staple through the join.
Roll films of 120 or 620 size need two staples, one
fairly near to each side of the film width, or their
curl will cause them to jam while feeding into the
tank spiral. Never use unplated or brassed staples.

Having joined the two ends together, the
remainder of the films can be taken from the cas-
settes or spools and the other ends freed from their
clips or gummed strips. Further lengths can be added
until the capacity of the tank spiral is reached.

Now and again the need for a really hign camera
support makes itself felt. Normal tripods rarely
extend to eye -level or above, but most lighting
stands go up to 8 or 9ft. So, remove the upper
sliding section of the lighting unit and replace it
with a lin. Whit. bolt from which the head has
been cut, or a length of steel or brass studding of
the same thread size.

If a flat is filed part of the way up the shank of
the threaded portion, pressure applied through the
knurled locking screw will enable it to be rigidly
secured without fear of turning. It can then be
removed after use and replaced at will. Leave just
sufficient of the shank protruding to give good
engagement in the camera tripod socket, or the
tapped hole in the ball and socket head, without
bottoming.

This camera support may not be quite so rigid
as your normal tripod, although that depends on
the constructional stability of the lighting stand, but
a pause of a few seconds will allow any vibration
to die out before the shutter is fired with a cable
release.
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IS it true that when a watch is wound it weighs
-` more than when unwound? If so by how
much and can you offer an explanation?-A.
Whittaker (Lanes).
THERE is not an increase in weight that can be

measured by means now at our disposal. Weight
is a measure of the effect of the earth's gravity
on substances (mass). This gravity is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from
the earth's centre of gravity, which we assume is
the centre of the earth.

When a body is taken up a mountain it weighs
less. If a watch is taken up, it too, will weigh less.
If taken down a coal mine it will weigh more.
Its mass remains the same. If the watch is wound
up its mass is unaltered, and its weight will
remain unaltered to all intents and purposes.

However, if the spring takes up a position that
either raises or lowers the centre of gravity of the
watch there will be a microscopically small altera-
tion in weight. This is due to the different dis-
tance to the earth's centre. If the C.G. is lowered
the watch will weigh more, but if it is higher then
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the weight will be less. The orientation of the
watch will thus be important.

The theory of relativity in which mass and
energy are equated is of no consequence in a
problem involving so little energy as this.

If your question was prompted by the fact that
when a watch is wound it contains potential
energy, i.e., so many units of energy, foot pounds,
centimetre grams etc., then you may care to note
the following:

If water is pumped up a hill or tower it gains
in ability to do work, i.e., it contains Potential
Energy. Thus the water is pumped up and GAINS
ENERGY but at the same time it LOSES
due to the greater distance from the earth's
centre!

While the watch will gain in foot-pounds when
wound up, there is no increase in mass, and if the
C.G. is not altered there will be the same
attraction by gravity and its weight will be the
same.

Cleaning Used Plates and
Film
IHAVE a number of old exposed X-ray plates

which I wish to clean. Most of the emulsion
can be washed off with hot water but the very
black section round the edge always remains. Do
you know of any solution which will be suitable?
-J. E. Allen (Co. Durham).
MOST film and plate emulsions can be stripped

from their supports by soaking in a solution of
sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) in hot water.

The strength of the solution and the period
of immersion depend upon the age of the film or
plate. The gelatine coating of an old film or plate
becomes progressively more tough and requires
a strong bath and prolonged immersion if the soda
is to penetrate sufficiently. As you have probably
already found, exposure to light before develop-
ment also has a " tanning " effect and hardens
the emulsion where the exposure has been con-
siderable. Chemical hardening of the film after
development also slows down the stripping pro-
cess, but X-rav films are rarely hardened chemically
to any great degree.

The sodium hydroxide can be obtained in the
form of sticks or pellets, but great care is needed
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in handling 'this highly corrosive chemical. Either
in solid or solution, it should be handled with
forceps or rubber gloves and, particularly, kept
clear of the eyes and mouth. If you do happen
to get any on your hands, wash off immediately and
apply a little vinegar. The acetic acid in the
vinegar will neutralise the soda.

Should you wish to remove the image on the
negative, without damaging the gelatine emulsion
itself, you can use Farmer's Reducer or any other
similar photographic reducing agent to completely
bleach out the image. All these preparations can
be bought ready mixed from photo shops.

Blueing Steel
COULD you please tell me of a process for

blueing steel?-K. K. Paterson (Notts).
AWELL established method of forming a sound

gun-metal blue is to use a molten salt bath
comprising:

Sodium nitrate 49 parts
Potassium nitrate 49 parts
Manganese dioxide 2 parts

Watch Cleaning Fluid
COULD you please give a formula for a watch

cleaning fluid that is non-rusting?-W. Jack-
son (Yorks).
THE following is a good formula for making a

watch cleaning fluid:
Solution 1: Boil loz. of oleic acid in 1 quart of

water. Solution 2: Add 6oz. of ammonia to 1
quart of water, then add 2oz. of acetone. Bring
this liquid to the boil for a moment and then add
it slowly to the hot Solution 1. Stir the mixed
solution until it is 'homogeneous.

A still simpler solution for watch cleaning can
be made by dissolving 31b. of ammonium carbonate
and 1'lb. of soft soap in gallon of water. Both
these solutions have good cleaning proporties, but
they do not prevent rusting of steel. Hence, the
parts so cleaned should be immersed in methylated
spirit or iso-propyl alcohol in order to remove the
surplus water.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

Appinco Paint Sprayers
COULD you please tell me the manufacturers

of the paint spray with the trade name
of Appinco?-A. Wray (Oxford).

Battery Clocks
Do you know of a firm who supply battery

operated clock movements?-R. T. Jones
(Holyhead).

A SURF BOARD
(Continued from page 272)

board to the hand hold to be made by simply cut-
ting off a length of rope and re -tying the knot.

Whether a reader considers the two half -round
strips as required as additional stiffening members
will depend on the type of board used and, of
course, the thickness, so if there is a suspicion
the board tends to bend slightly, the fixing of
these details adds considerably to the final strength
of this unit. Each piece "B" is attached by a
series of thin screws after the under sides have
been treated with marine glue.

A surf board requires a firm foothold and though
there are various ways of providing these, the
easiest and cheapest idea is to attach two lengths
of fairly coarse glass paper which is used for
rubbing down paintwork with the aid of water.
Both strips are held by the marine glue, and as
they become worn replacement is effected over-
night simply by scraping off the old sheets with
a paintscraper or similar tool. Attaching strips
of wood is not favoured as these tend to make
the feet sore after a time, and they do not provide
the same degree of adhesion-the complete foot
is always in contact with a rough surface-as those
depicted here.

Little finishing is necessary other than the usual
coats of paint, but as these articles come within
the fun and games category the temptation to run
riot with various colours should be encouraged
as they appear much better for a few splashes of
vivid paint. Again a brightly coloured board is
easier to observe in the water should it break
adrift, so add some blue and red strips to a yellow
background-on both sides as the board can
naturally float either side up if it does become
detached-and you have a piece of equipment of
both distinctive quality and design.

So far nothing has been said regarding the
method of installing the tow and the position of
the rope in relation to the hand rope. In this case
the use of the two front holes where the hand rope
is knotted is used-at least as an initial temporary
measure until after the first run-and then any
further drilling is performed to ensure a correctly
balanced board. Again the provision of a strong
rope is essential as a towing medium and the same
knot tying feature is undoubtedly the best and
easiest way of securing it to the board.

Finally the painting of the owner's name and
address or some other distinctive sign is advisable,
and this is best carried out at the front end between
the knotted ropes as there is less chance of any
rubbing action removing it. If it is proposed to
carry a board of this design on the roof rack of
a car-it is too large to go inside the boot and
certainly not easy to stow inside the car-a thin
board is made a little larger than this member
which can be held with strap to the rack, and if
two or three thin brass strips made to pass over
the surf board and which will hold this detail,
then there is no need to drill unnecessary holes.
When not in use and the board is perhaps stored
in the garage or loft space, the presence of the
additional board helps to protect and keep it from
warping which it might do if stored for long
periods in a damp atmosphere.
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The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 9d. per word, with box number 1/6 extra (minimum
order 91.). Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement
Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

MODEL PARTS

"EVENING STAR" in 31' G.
"Wilwau" will make the complete
range of castings for this fine L.B.S.C.
2-10-0 loco. S.A.E. with enquiries
appreciated.

W. K. Waugh, 31 HiIlfoot Drive,
Bearsden, Nr. Glasgow. Bea 2985

HOBBIES

CATALOGUE NO. 14, Government
Surplus and Model Radio Control,
over 500 illustrated items. 2/6
(refunded on purchase). ARTHUR
SALLIS RADIO CONTROL, North
Road, Brighton.

NEWTONIAN TELESCOPE making.
6in.. 84in , Min. Glass discs. Grind-
ing Kits. Plano -convex lenses. Optical
flats. Ramsden eye -pieces. Barlow
lenses. S.A.E. for list. L. J. MAYS.
20 Clover Rd., Timperley, Altrincham,
Cheshire.

HANDICRAFTS
MARQUETRY VENEERS, twelve
assorted 6/-, post free. Send 3d. for
list. FRANK COLES (VENEERS). 76
Rivington Street, EC2

PATENTS

PATENTING SERVICES, Advice
Qualified agent. C. L. BROWNE,
114 Greenhayes Avenue, Banstead.
Surrey.

ELECTRICAL

SMALL ELECTRIC CIRCULATING PUMPS
Suitable for Washing Machines, Pot Washers,
Fish Tank Aerating, Garden Fountain or
Waterfalls, etc. Comprising 120 watt
shaded pole A.C. motor coupled to centri-
fugal pump. Maximum delivery, 250 g.p.h.
Maximum head, six feet. Suitable for con-
tinuous running on 200/240 volts. Silent
running. New not surplus. Price L3,
postage 31-.-H. Middleton, 639 Abbey-
date Road, Sheffield 7.

ALL TYPES of Electrical Goods at
extremely competitive prices, e.g.,
5 amp Twin Cable, 36/. 100 yards:
Lampholders / doz. 5ft Battens
49/, Quality and immediate dispatch
guaranteed. Request list. JAYLOW
SUPPLIES, 93 Fairholt Road. London
N16. (Tel.: Stamford Hill 4384.)

WOODWORKING
SAWBENCHES - 6in. to 301n. from
£8. Motorised £16. Petrol Portable
£29, Bandsaws £14, Loggin Benches,
Bundlers. Splitters, Planers, Lathes,
Spindle Assemblies, Motors, Engines.
Deferred terms. Send 2/-. returnable
for 40 -page Catalogue and Bargain
offers. List Tree. BEVER LE Y
PRODUCTS. South Thoresby VSC,
Alford, Lincs.

SIXINCH SAWPLANE £18/113, write
for brochure from: EAST ANGLIAN
TRADING CO., 5 Guardian Road,
Norwich.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
FULLY PREFABRICATED Kits to
assemble a Boat at home. for two -
berth. Cabin Cruisers, fast run
abouts, canoes, prams, Enterprise
sailing dinghies. Leaflets from:
WYVERN BOATS (WESSEX) LTD..
Milbourne Port, Sherborne.

BROMLEY BOATS, Kits. Mahogany.
Silver Spruce, American Boat plans,
3d. list. Southlands Road, Bromley,
Kent.

WATCHMAKERS
NEW WATCHES. watch movements,
Watchmakers' tools and materials,
Instructional books, etc, at unbeatable
prices. Also watch repairs under-
taken. Send 1/- for Bumper Bargain
Catalogue. The Watchmakers Supply
Company, "Time House," Carterton,
Oxford.

WATCH PARTS
FOR ALL makes of Watches, Tools.
Instructional books, etc., Special Kits
fo- Beginners, send 6d. for "Super
Bargain Catalogue": T. G. LOADER
(Dept. B.). Watchmakers' Mail Order
Service, Milestone Road. Carterton,
Oxford.

FOR WATCH end Clock materials.
Bracelets. Straps and Watches, try
J. J. LAWSON, 95 Godwin Street,
Bradford 1. (Tel: 32075). Free lists
on request.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BELLOWS, CAMERA, Enlarger, Pro-
cess, Industrial Collapsible Machine
Guards. BEERS, 4 St. Cuthbert's
Read, Derby. (Tel: 41263).

PROJECTORS. Home Assembly Kits,
all types and sizes and Stereo from
£6/2/6, Fan Base Kit £317/8.
Opticals, Screens. S.A.E. MARSHALL
SMITH LTD., 64 Norwich Avenue,
Bcurnemouth.

SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTRIC MOTORS
/ H.P., 2,850 R.P.M., SINGLE PHASE, 220-240 V., STANDARD FOOT MOUNTING,
r diam SHAFT, IDEAL FOR DRIVING UP TO A 10 INCH CIRCULAR SAW,
LATEST TYPE WELL-KNOWN MAKE, FULLY GUARANTEED, MAKER'S LIST
PRICE L12.4.0.
HUGE PURCHASES AND PROFIT SLASHING ALLOW US TO OFFER AT THE
BARGAIN PRICE OF L8.10.0. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. S.A.E. FOR
LISTS.

P. BLOOD & CO. (DEPT. E.M.), ARCH ST., RUGELEY, STAFFS.

TOOLS
SEND S.A.E. r x 3' for BRAND NEW

SURPLUS TOOL BARGAINS
Send S.A.E. for free lists of engineering
tools at lowest prices, taps and dies all
threads, reamers, drills, cutters, vee-blocks,
socket sets, spanners. Large Stocks. Satis-
faction guaranteed.

Telephone Footscray 3649
A. E. KING

152 Halfway Street, Sidcup, Kent.

RADIO
RADIO, TELEVISION Service Sheets.
All types valves. S.A.E. list. John
GILBERT RADIO, 20 Extension
Shepherd's Bush Market, London
W12. SHE 3052.

r OR SALE
HYPODERMIC SYRINGES, brand
new 2c.c. Sima, excellent for oiling
etc., 4/9d. each. Also needles, sizes 12
17 and 18 at 4/.. per dozen. G.
ROGER SMITH, 16 Clyde Street,
Liverpool 20.

WATZA BOBPAK?? It's a 1/.'s worth
of almost any nut, screw. washer or
bolt. etc. Send for list of approx 3,000
Bobpaks. K. R. WHISTON (Dept.
BPM), New Mills, Stockport.

8mm. double run elm 25ft, lengths fast pan (29°
sch) or slow pan (27° soh) not process paid, riot
spooled, 6)6 each. Dimm. ex -government film
manufacture date 1958)59, 300ft. tins containing
0 x 50ft. rolls, 30)- each plus 1/6 post. This film is
slow pan and can be successfully reversed. Single
rolls of 50ft. ditto Ill- ea. plus 6d. poet.
Brand new Dallmeyer Sin. proieetioe leans especially
designed for 35unn. transparency projectors, brit
will cover up to 2On. square, original price £7, only
£3, post 1/ti.
tin. Bi-Convex Glass Condensers. 2)6 each, poet lid,
Epidaseopes from £20 each.
Ex A.M. 0.45 Gun Camera. 24 volt, 2in. fixed
locus lens salt. (magazine loading, complete -with
magazine. new E2.15.0., ditto used £2. Both post 2/6.
Brand new Kodak lex Admiralty) 7 x 50 Prismatic
Telescopes, focusing in fitted wooden case with
binocular eyepiece, fitted filters, cost over £50 due
to another huge purchase, lower than ever price,
£4.10.. each, carriage 5/-.
Brand new (ex A.M.) 12 volt 25 amp batteries. These
are R.A.F. general purpose lead acid accumulators,
and are similar in construction to normal car battery.
Very suitable for cars and vans, will start air)
vehicle. Never been filled and in original tropical
packing. First charge instructions included, cost
About £10, only £2.10.0 each, carriage Si',
Ex Admiralty brand new Pocket Stopwatches Ds
Waltham and Smiths. Fully jewelled movements,
1/5th second, 60 seconds per rec., 30 minute record`,
dial, winding button start, stop and re -set, value £8,
45/s, poet 2/.. Ditto, tarnished cases, but brand
new 3716, plus 21- post.
Ex Admiralty brand new Pocket Stopwatches. Wal-
tham 6 seconds per rev., no recorder dial, security
treater than 1/10th second, Jewelled movement, in
original box, winding button start, stop and re -set,
coat over £12, 10s. lid., post 2/,
Ex R.A.F. Aerial Film, 91in. x 300ft.
160ft. 351, x 47ft., 8/, 24ft. 5/.. Ideal for cut.
ting to smaller sizes. Perfect condition. Poet 1/6.
Ex A.M. GM Mark 3 Recorder Camera. 16mm.
made by 8pecto. Latest model with three shaft.
specle, 2 or 16 f.p.s. bloomed lens F1.9 with
iris to F.16, 24 volt 50ft. magazine loading, complete
with magazine in original tropical packing, abso-
lutely brand new, only £5, post 2/6, Ditto used
£3. 10s., post 2/0.

AU goods supplied on 19 day moue y back guarantee

R. SANKEY, Regal Cinema, ATHERSTONE
WARWICKS. Atherstone 2220/3210.
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FOR SALE (continued)

ASTRO TELESCOPE making. Stan
dard Ramsden Push -in Eye -pieces,
gin., gin., din. focus, 36I-; with
R.A.S. thread, 42/6 each. S.A.E. list
Object Glasses, Newtonian Mirrors,
Diagonal Mounts, Focusing Mounts,
Altazimuth Mountings and Tripods
for refractors and reflectors. W BUR -
NET, Grand Sluice, Boston, Lines.

HANDYMEN
a a youral mid

PLASTIKOTE
The NEW plastic coating
For Pliers. Pincers, Screw Drivers, Garden Tools, eta.

 PROTECT YOUR TOOLS
 MORE POSITIVE & COMFORTABLE GRIP
 NO MORE ELECTRIC SHOCKS

No Equipment required-all you need is in the hoe
Pius the Bitches alowtt lastructiona with the pack.

Choice of 3 colours, Red, White, Black,
HANDY 5 OZ. PACK FOR ONLY 51. Cageiaege

fipeolal offer-If oz. pack Mr 11/..

gram Claire Ra6lica
TOWN BRIDGE W00.K6
WINSFORD, CHESHIRE.

MISCELLANEOUS

AQUALUNG AND COMPRESSOR
Equipment, Ballraces and Miscel-
laneous items. Lists 3d. PRYCE, 157
Malden Road, Cheam, Surrey.

"LITON" PHOTOELECTRIC
PARKING LIGHT SWITCH

Controlled by daylight. Will turn your
light on at dusk. off at sunrise automati-
cally while Toll are away. Easy to build and
install., A must for the motorist without a
garage.
Kit of Parts: 3216. Built and Tested: 57/6,
also

"LITON" PHOTOELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION MANUAL

10 interesting P510f0ELECERIC en°.
JECTS fully described with building plans
and circuit diagrams which can be easily
made by amateurs from standard compo-
nents. Hints on the use of photocells and
phototransistors. A mine of practical in-
formation for the experimenter. All units
available also built and tested.

1. Battery burglar alarm, Kit 65/,
2. Mains burglar alarm.
3. Light saver.
4. Customer announcer,
5. Simple garage door opener.
ff. Photoelectric counter.

Price (2-6) Kit 54.12.6. Built 65.10.0.
7. Long range infra -red mains alarm.
8. "MIRA" Miniature infra -red battery

alarm. Total consumption 0.2 watt.
9. Motorised garage door opener.

10. Door opener with electronic lock.
If you are interested in electronics or
electro-mechanical gadgets send 1/- stamp
for this 24 -page profoundly illustrated
publication to :
"ST. JOI1N'S RADIO," 3 Jews Row,

London, S.W.18.

MISCELLANEOUS
(continued)

FIX IT. Why scrap it? Repairs to
anything meclhanical. Pans for
obsolete machinery. No job too
small. Inventors' Models. WFT.T.-
WORTH PRODUCTS, Ram.sbottorn.
Bury. Lance

VENNER TIME SWITCHES recondi-
tioned 14 days, 25 / -. For Car Lights,
Fish Tanks, Charging. BATCHELOR&
4 Park Road, Bromley, Kent.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.A.E., City
and Guilds. G.C.E., etc., bring high
pay and security " No pass-no fee"
terms. Over 95% successes. For details
of exams and courses In all branches
of Engineering, Building, Electronics,
etc.. write for 148 -page handbook,
free. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 9678), London,
W8.

EDUCATIONAL
" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made easy by a new, non -
maths. practical way. Postal Instruc-
tions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out at
home. New courses bring enjoyment
as well as knowledge of this fascinat-
ing subject. Free brochure from
Dept 12 P.M., RADIOSTRUCTOR,
Reading.

LEARN WATCHMAKING. You can
learn this fascinating trade through
our unique, easy to follow home study
course. Modern in every respect.
You learn European and American
movements and you are doing profit-
able repair jobs within the first few
lessons. A business of your own, an
excellent source of extra income, a
good retirement supplement The
future belongs to the man who pre-
pares for it. Highly illustrated
1.36011.3, tools supplied. Instruction by
experts, easy tuition payments.
Watchmakers are in demand in all
countries. Write for free details. No
obligation. COMMONWEALTH COR-
RESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LIMITED.
Dept. P., 2,125 Avenue Road, Suite
205, Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada.

POSTAL TUITION in Technical
Drawing, tracing and blueprint read-
ing, Drawing and Design in wood
or metalwork for handicraft
Teachers' Examinations. Details from

PANNELL, 145 The Orossway,
Portch ester, Hants.

ELECTRONICS!
Key to YOUR Future?
An exciting career-a new Hobby-

Your own spare or
full-time BUSINESS?

New experimen fa;
course includes big
kits for building test
gear and complete
AM/VHF receiver.

FREE 3120CHUR2 FROM

RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. E30, READING, BERKS.

NE AL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEYTO SUCCESS &SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life 'What.
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
Exam., on "NO PASS-NO FEE terms.
You choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain the General
Cert. are given in our 135 -page Guide-Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request.
Write today, School of Careers, Dept. ItiC
29-31, Wright's Lane, London, W.S.

9k' School of Careers

SURPLUS BARGAINS
Telephone Handsets. Two in series with
battery give two-way intercom. 351. per
pair, post 2/3; Mains Motors from 25f-,
post 3/-; Low Voltage t lotors from I2,6,
post 1/6; Battery Charging Trans-
formers, 15v. and 9v, If Amp., IV-, post
I/9; Rectifiers to suit above for I2v and 6v
Batteries, 6'6, post If.; Water Pumps,
1716, post 2/-, Send 3d. stamp for illus. list
of interesting bargains. Money back
guarantee.

MILLIGAN'S
2 HARFORD STREET,

LIVERPOOL, 3.

FREE
CORRESPONDENCE

COURSES
IN STEAM

TWO COURSES: (1) A Simplified Course for
the practical man in need of basic informa-
tion about steam and steam applications.
(2) An Advanced Course for those with a
background of technical training. There is
no charge or obligation. Details on request
to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham, Glos.

TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIOS
1 BULK PURCHASE

ENABLES
IS
US TO

FANTASTIC OFFER
AND WITH MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

MAKE TH

1 The "SAN P.E50....
so tuned that it brings
the voices of star en.
tertainers and vocalists
dramatically to We-
in your home, other,
etc.... Only 41. it 21

)tin. Sts easily into
O.CLY 62/6 your pocket or bands

No more to pay bag. Works for months
off Lid. batery. Should

last a lifetime. Anyone can assemble tits.i an hour
or two with our easy plan. Complete set of pate
Including miniature speaker, carrying case-
everything only 32/6 plus 2/6 P. 1 P. C.O.D. 216
extra. (Parts can be bought separately.) Limited
period-so order before it's too late.

DEMONSTRATIONS. DAILY
CONCORD ELECTRONICS (Dept. B12/I)

210 CHURCH ROAD : HOVE SUSSEX



The FLAKE
with the FLAVOUR

PER OZ

2053 iland itenniers. sizes 5/16". 3/8'.
7116'. 3/5 each. Also 5/3'. 11/16'. 4/9 each.
1.909 High Speed Side and Face Cul-
1 ers, 2 1/2' dia., 1' hole. 3/8', 1/2' thick.
1,1- each. 3' dia.. 1" hole. 1/2', 5/8' thick.
21/- each. 3 1/2" dia.. 1' hole, 3/3". 3/4",
thick, 23/- each.
:i0(1 Sets nex. Die Nirbi. Sizes 114'. 5116'.
363% 7/16' and 1/3' Whit.. B.S.F., Ameri-
can Car thread or 26 brass the cad. These
sets are in a neat case. 'went day
value over 30/- per set, to Cl 'or 15/- per
set any taread. Iwo sets 2.46. f .r sets

Also 5/0' and 3/i" in Whit.. and
B.S.F. only. 5/8' o/- each; 3/4". 6: -each.
10/- per pa:e.
20,999 Metal Slitting Saws, 1-3/4" dta.,
5/8" hole. .915" to .060' thick. 6 asstd.
8/2. so -.en 15/-. Still cheap at double
th,s price.
5,970 Hardened and Ground 11.1.
Tool Bits, 1/4' square, 2-1/2' long. 15/-
doz. 5/:b' square, 3' long. 23/- doz. 3/8'
square. 3" long. 2,/- doz. 7/16' square,
3-1/2' lonq. 3J/- doz.
3.093 11.1. Straight Shank End ]hills.
approx. 3/32'-1/2" dia.. outstanding
value. 8 assorted, El the lot.
3,990 Ciretilar Split Dies, l' dia. cut -
tin; 3/.6", 3/8'. 7/16'. 1/2' Whit.,
B.S.F.. also orass thread. 26 thread and
all sizes and American N.F. 12/- per set
of 5 size -. 2 sots 22/6: 4 sets 42/6. Taps
to suit 12/6 per set. either taner or sec-
ond or plug 1" dia. stoats 6/- each.
Six Ton; Precision Ground Silver
Steel, 36' lengths: 1/4'. 9/32". 3/8". 1/2'
dia.. 10/9 lot. Also 13' lengths 1/16' to
13/32' dia.. doz. assorted, 46.
H.S. Parting 'fool Blades. 3/32' x
3/4' x 5', 5/- each.

£2 ORDERS POST PAID

J. M. BURKE
192 Baslow Road, Totley, Sheffield

GA NI AG E S
Sensational Price -Saving Bargain!

G.E.C. 11/4 H.P.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
BRAND NEW

and less than
HALF PRICE!

230/250 volts 1.440 r.p.m. A.C. Split
Phase Start Induction Type. 21n. a
lin. dia. spindle. Can also be opera-
ted in a vertical position. Continuous
rated. Worth more than Double.
Today's value at least L8.8.0 Specially Made

BARGAIN 79f 6 Base Plate
PRICE 201- extra

If outside our van area, carr. & pkg. 7/6 G.B.

BARGAIN OFFER! SPOTLIGHT SCREWDRIVERS
Nickel plated torch/screw-

-.
.. -I put in screws in dark,

1 wallet with 4 bits (small
awkward places. In Plastic
and medium, ordinary and
Phillips) Originally I 0/-

BARGAI N 7
f6PRICE

If outside our ran area, post and pkg. II-. Complete with Battery.

DAMAGES, HOLBORN. LONDON, E.C.1. HOLborn 3484

For Hard Hitting at Long Range

Weblu

Single Darrel,
Semi -hammerless

Ejector Gun

Write for descriptive Catalogue.
WESLEY & SCOTT LTD. Est. 1790

28 Park Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham 21

INTRODUCING A NEW PORTASS
LATHE

3'4" x 16" B.G.S.C. bmch lathe com-
plete with faczpiate, catchplate and
hackplate, changewheels, etc., flat or
vt:.2 drive. Complete satisfaction or
remittance refunded in full. Ex -works
write:

CHARLES PORTASS & SON
Buttermere Works, Sheffield 8

Est. 1889 Cash or terms

Automatic (Time) Switches
New and reconlitioned 15 day clockwork

and electric switches

ham 35/ -
Send S.A .0'. for illustrated details to.

DONOHOE (TIMERS)
I & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH

SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON. E.I1
Accumulators, 2 -volts, unspillable, 7" x
4" x 2". brand new. 5/6, post 2/-, 3 for 15/-,
post 3/6.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom..
in self-contained metal case; can be
used to make up a deaf aid outfit
Intercommunication system. or with crystal
set. complete with valves and Fitting in-
structions, 20/-. post 3/6. Hand Micro-
paones, with switch in handle and lead.
5/6. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar Instruments,
moving coil. 8/6. All post 1/6. Mask type
with switch. 3/6, post 6d. Throat Mikes,
5/-, post 7d. Mike Buttons (carbon). 2/'.
Moving coil. 316. Post 4d.
Meters, 20 volt. 21n., m/c. 8/-; 20 amp.
21n. na/C, 8/6: 3.5 amp., 21n. T.C.,
iJJ mA 2in.. m/c. 7/6. all post extra.
Meter (L. & R.) containing 2,500 micro -
amp movements. 9/-, Post 1/6.
Bell Transformers. -These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb. buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc. 9/-. post
1/-. Similar Transformer but output of 4.
8 or 12 volts, 181-, post 1/9. BUZZERS for
use with above or batteries, 4/6. post 5d.
(:.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets, 12/6.
post 1/6. Telephone Rand Generator. 8/6.
post 2/6. 'Telephone Bell. 3/6, post 9d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" side of switches. etc.
2/-, post 4d. Diodes, 1/6. .0003 Variable
Condensers, 2/6, post 9d. Headphones in
Good Order, 6/-. Better Quality, 7/8 and
10/-. Balanced Armature Type (very sen-
sitive). 13/6. All post 1/6. New Single
Earpieces, 3/6. Bal. armature type. 4/6.
can be used as transistor set loudspeaker.
two of these will make an intercom, set,
Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, M. Post 6d.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.
New illustrated List sent on request with
3d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street. London, W.C.2. and
Printed in England by Watmoughs Limited. Idle. Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch
:A/sia). Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia -Central News Agency Ltd. East Africa; East African Standard Ltd. Subscription Rate (in-
cluding postage): For one year; Inland 22s.. Overseas 20s. 6d., Canada 19s. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works At'gnint. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
12/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering

Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

GENERAL, LOCAL
Gen. Cert of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

A.R.S.11. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN - LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA: P.O. BOX NO. 4570. MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
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